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Chapter 11 (55 Verses)

Session I

Introduction :

• Vibhuti = Manifold divine expressions, manifestations.

Chapter 10 – Verse 25 :

1891

Chapter 10 – Verse 31 :

Among the great rsis, I am Bhrgu; among words, I am the one-syllabled Om; among sacrifices, I
am the sacrifice of silent repetition (Japa-yajna); among immovable things, the Himalayas.
[Chapter 10 - Verse 25]

Among purifiers, I am the wind; among warriors, I am Rama; among fishes, I am the Shark;
among rivers, I am the Ganges. [Chapter 10 - Verse 31]



Chapter 10 – Verse 24 :

1892

Chapter 10 – Verse 42 :

And among the household priests, O Partha, know Me to be the chief, Brihaspati; among
generals, I am Skanda; among lakes, I am the ocean. [Chapter 10 - Verse 24]

But, of what avail to thee is the knowledge of all these details, O Arjuna? I exist, supporting
this whole world by one part of Myself. [Chapter 10 - Verse 42]

a) Idam Krtsnam Jagat – Vishtabya :

• I uphold, I show its presence, I manifest in a part of me.



b) Eka Amshe Na :

• I uphold hold world, in a part of me.

• Space infinite – no parts.

• Finite can have parts.

• Whole universe appears in me and for that manifestation, I remain effortless.

• Whole world is manifested in me, many in one, Chapter 10.

• In me, by me, effortlessly.

Arjuna :

• Is it possible for me to see the whole world in you now?

• One in many – Chapter 11.

Gita : Chapter 9 – Verse 4, 5 

1893

All this world (universe) is pervaded by Me in My unmanifest form (aspect); all beings exist in
Me, but I do not dwell in them. [Chapter 9 – Verse 4]



• Ultimate nature Bhagavan has spoken.

• Whole world I pervade through Sat – Chit Ananda form.

• I am unaffected by the world.

• It is from ultimate nature in Chapter 9.

Chapter 10 : Glory

• Entire world I manifest in a part of me.

Chapter 11 :

• Arjuna : I am seeing you in front of me, can you show me the whole world in you.

• Show Vishwa in you now, can I have Vishwa Rupa Darshana in you?

• Therefore chapter named Vishwa Rupa Darshanam.

• Arjuna summarises all he has studied in 2 verses.

1894

Nor do beings exist (in reality) in Me, behold My divine Yoga supporting all beings, but not
dwelling in them, I am My Self, the efficient cause of all beings. [Chapter 9 – Verse 5]

Chapter 11 – Verse 1 Chapter 11 – Verse 2

Chapter 1 to 6 Chapter 7 to 10



Verse 1 :

1895

Arjuna said : By this word of the highest secret concerning the Self, which you have spoken out
of compassion towards me, my delusion is gone.[Chapter 11 - Verse 1]

a) Madhanugrahaya :

• In order to bless me in such a way that my Shokha (sorrow) and Moha (Delusion) are 
dispelled.

b) Paramam guhyam Adhyatma Sanjnitam Tvaya Uktam :

• For my sorrow and delusion to be dispelled, you have expounded to me the Paramam
Guhyam, the supreme secret which is called Adhyatma Vidya termed as knowledge 
that pertains to the self.

• Chapter 1 – 6 – Self knowledge, nature of Tvam Pada, Arjuna calls it Adhyatma
Sanjnitam.

• Adhyatma – Atmanam Adhikritya, pertaining to the self.



1896

Chapter 1 – 6 :

• Self knowledge, nature of Tvam Pada, Arjuna calls it Adhyatma Sanjnitam.

• Adhyatma – Atmanam Adhikritya, pertaining to the self.

• Atma – Anatma Viveka.

c) Tvaya Uktam :

• Explained beautifully.

d) Paramam Guhyam :

• Why 3 supreme secret?

• Self knowledge many do not know.

• Even when Explained, many don’t grasp it.

Katho Upanishad :

“He (the Self) of whom many are not able even to hear ; the recipient (the pupil) many, even having heard 
of Him, do not comprehend. Wonderful is a man (teacher), when found, who is able to teach the Self. 
Wonderful is he (the pupil) who comprehends the Self, when taught by an able teacher.” [I – II – 7]



1897

• For many, opportunity to hear does not arise.

• Rare is a person who explains this, blessed is the one who grasps this.

Guhyam

Only with Sadhana Chatustaya 
Sampatti, can appreciate fully

Rare

e) Yat Tvaya Uktam Vachaha :

• That teaching of yours,

f) Tena :

• By that.

g) Mohoyam :

• Delusion of mine, I am killer, sense of ego, Doership, Kartrutvam is the delusion.

• In truth, I am neither the doer or enjoyer, I am pure self.

Arjuna’s delusion

- People will be killed
- People are not bodies
- They are all in truth 

highest consciousness.

- Being a doer
- I have to kill teacher, elders



1898

• Delusion at highest level – nature of the self, nature of world.

• Because of the sorrow, Arjuna does not want to do duty as a warrior.

• Each one of us is pure consciousness and the world, we see, is also pure 
consciousness.

g) Tena Vachaha Ayam Moham :

• This delusion which I was experiencing, is gone.

• Krishna happy, teaching has given result.

• Feedback must be given to teacher, what you explained makes sense.

• Doubts / clarity… must be told to teacher.

• Chapter 1 – 6 is Adhyatma – Predominantly deal with nature of self.

o Chapter 2 – Verse 20

o Chapter 2 – Verse 24

o Chapter 5 – Verse 8 &9 

2 Delusion

Regarding dutyNature of Self / World



He is not born, nor does He ever die; after having been, He again ceases not to be; unborn, eternal,
changeless and ancient, He is not killed when the body is killed. [Chapter 2 – Verse 20]

This Self cannot be cut, nor burnt, nor moistened, nor dried up. It is eternal, all-pervading, stable,
immovable and ancient. [Chapter 2 - Verse 24]

1899



1900

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,
eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]

Speaking, letting go, seizing, opening and closing the eyes – convinced that the senses move among the
sense objects. [Chapter 5 – Verse 9]



1901

Verse 2 :

• What has Arjuna understood from Chapter 7 – 10.

a) Butanam Bavapyayan Tvaktaha :

• Chapter 7 – 10.

b) Butanam :

• All objects and beings.

c) Bava :

• Birth – Utpatti.

d) Apyaya :

• Dissolution, laya.

• I have understood that it is from you that this entire world of objects and beings 
have arisen and in you they are going to dissolve.

The Origin and destruction of beings, verily, have been heard by me in detail from you, O lotus-
eyed Krsna, and also You inexhaustible greatness. [Chapter 11 - Verse 2]



1902

• If something comes from a source and goes back into that, it means all objects and 
beings are only pure consciousness in different expressions.

Example :

• All waves come from water.

• All waves go back into water.

Means :

• Wave is name and form of substance called water.

Ishvara

Upadana KaranamAbinna (Single) Nimitta Karanam

- Material cause
- Clay, Gold

- Single Efficient cause (EC)
- Sentient cause
- That which effects
- Not efficiency
- Potter
- Goldsmith

• Usually – Material Cause + Efficient Cause – are separate.

• I have understood, you Ishvara is both Efficient Cause + Material Cause, Abinno
Nimitta Upadana Karanam.



1903

e) Arjuna :

• I have understood that Ishvara is : Abinna Nimitta Upadana Karanam.

• Butanam Bavapyayau Tvataha Eva.

f) Tvat Taya Vistarasho Maya Srutau :

• I have listened to this in detail – Chapter 7, 8, 9.

g) Kamalapatraksha :

• Bhagawan calls Krishna – who has eyes which are like lotus petals.

• He is very handsome.

h) Mahatmyam Api Avyayam :

• Your glory – Mahatmya, Vibhuti – Chapter 10 – I have listened.

• Bhagawan remains Akarta even though he is Abinno Nimitto Upadana Karanam.

• Srishti, Sthithi, Laya, creation, sustainance, dissolution, of entire realm happens in 
Ishvara – glory no. 1.

• Glory No. 2 : As Antaryami, he gives power for every Jiva to perform his actions, 
noble or ignoble.

Lotus petal

Eye
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• There also Bhagavan remains untouched.

• As Karma Phala Dhata, he enables every Jiva to gain the results, as doer, impartial to all 
and untouched.

• These are the glories.

• Sarva Atma – all pervading presence.

I) Avyayam :

• That which does not decay, glories remains permanent with Bhagawan.

Glories :

I) Akrutatvam – Non Doership

II) Aboktrutvam – Non enjoyership

III) Udasinatva Asina – Untouched, indifferent, 

Gita :

Sitting like one indifferent and unattached to these acts, O Dhananjaya, these acts do not bind Me.
[Chapter 9 – Verse 9]

IV) Sarva Antaryamitva – Immanent inner presence
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V) Sarva Niyamikatva – All controller.

VI) Sarvagyatvam – All knowership

VII) Sarva Ishvaratva – All power

Glories

SoupadhikaNiruphadhika

- With Upadhi of Maya
- Sarvagyatva, Sarva Ishvaratva

- Without Upadhi
- Absolute standpoint
- Beyond Maya
- Untouched pure Consciousness, 

pervades everything.

Gita :

Under Me as her supervisor, prakrti (nature) produces the moving and the unmoving; because of this, O
Kaunteya, the world revolves? [Chapter 9 – Verse 10]
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• Presided by me Maya creates all these.

6 Upadhis – conditioning –
What it has

IshvaraIndividual

- Maya
- Entire cosmos
- Total gross, subtle, causal 

world (Maya)

- Gross body mind, intellect,    
Karana Sharira.

Upadana

NirupadhikaSophadhika

Without UpadhiWith Upadhi

• All these glories of you Bhagawan, I have listened in detail, I am very grateful.

• Have understood Chapter 1 – 6.

• You are Abinna Nimitta Upadana Karana – essence of Chapter 7 – 10.

• Arjuna has a request.



Verse 3 :

(Now) O Supreme lord! As you have thus described Yourself, I wish to see (Actually) Your from
divine, O Purusottama. [Chapter 11 - Verse 3]

(a) Eh Parameshvara (b) Purushottama

- w.r.t. Sophadhika
- Lordliness, all knowledge, 

Sarvagyatvam – Sarva Ishvaratva, all 
controlling Sarva Antaryamitva, all 
power Sarva Niyamakatva.

- w.r.t. Niruphadhika
- Beyond everything 
- Uttama Purusha

Gita :
- Chapter 15 – Verse 17

1907
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c) Yatha Atmanam Tvam Aatha :

• The way, you have explained about the self in Sophadika, Niruphadhika form…

d) Tvam Evam Etatu :

• You are indeed as you have explained.

• I have understood, I accept, fully believe, have no doubt in what you have explained.

• My knowledge is 100%

You say :

• Entire realm, I uphold in a wee bit of me, you say you are the cause of this whole 
realm of experience, you sustain, you Nourish, I accept but is it possible for me also 
to see?

• You are Param Ishvara, Purusha Uttama, I have no doubt, but when you say “Eka
Amshena Sthitho Jagat”.

• The whole realm of Physical, subtle, causal, you are the one sustaining factor.

• You are in front of me.

• Physically, I see you, I know.

• Intellectually, can understand, is it possible for me to see that in you.

But, distinct is the supreme Purusa called the highest self, the indestructible lord, who, pervading the three
worlds (Waking, dream and deep sleep), sustains them.[Chapter 15 - Verse 17]
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d) Drashtum Ichhami Te Rupam Ayshwaram :

• I would love to see the divine form of that nature which is able to support the entire 
world.

• I want to see, how you alone are the world.

• You are the source and sustaining factor of the cosmos, you uphold it, can I see now?

• Jnana, Shakti, Bala, Veerya, endowed with all this, can I see, Oh Purushottama.

• I am keen to see you.

• Don’t make a request which is impossible.

• Faith has element of acceptance, I would love to see.



Verse 4 :

If you, O lord, think it possible for me to see it, if You please, then, O lord of Yoga, show me
Your imperishable self-form. [Chapter 11 - Verse 4]

a) Eh Prabho :

• Prabhu one who is capable of Srishti, Sthithi, Samhara – Laya.

• Ishvara does creation, sustainance, dissolution of entire realm.

• Pravesha = Entry, Ishvara entering as Jivatma.

Taittriya Upanishad :

1910
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Chandogya Upanishad :

He desired, “I shall become many and be born. He performed tapas; Having performed tapas, He created
all this whatsoever (We perceive). Having created it, He entered into it. Having entered it, He become the
manifest and the unmanifest, the defined and undefined, the housed and the houseless, knowledge and
ignorance, truth and falsehood, and all this whatsoever that exists. Therefore, it is called existence. In this
sense, there is the following Vaidika Verse! [2 - 6 - 3]

Sat [Existence] thought, ‘I shall divide each of these three deities threefold.’ Then, having entered into
these three deities as the individual self, he manifested himself as names and forms. [6 - 3 - 3]

• After creating, he is available as the individual, within our own hearts as Chidabasa, 
by his Yogic power.

Prashasana :

• All controllership.

• To Administer, control everything by giving the Karma Phalam to all Jivas.

• To establish cosmic order.

• One who is capable of 5 is called Prabho.



1912

b) Tad Yad Drashtum Shakyam Iti Manyase :

• That Aishvarya Rupam, divine form of yours by which you are able to sustain the entire 
cosmos.

• If you think it is possible for me to see.

• If you desire and consider that I can see, only I want, and if you don’t want, its not 
going to happen.

• Is it ok I see, it should not lead to negative efforts afterwards.

• Janasi, Ichhasi, 

c) Thatha Mey Tvam Darshaya Atmanam Avyayam :

• Please show me that divine form of yours.

d) Yogeshwara :

• Yogis can do many things which others can’t do.

• Have Siddhis – Anima, Garima, Laghima, Mahima.

• To become small, big, light, heavy.

• Nothing is impossible for you to make it happen.

• I really want to see and I know you can make it happen for me.

• If you think it is possible, is expression of humility and acceptance of Bhagavan’s final 
decision.

• Not to say, Bhagavan, its impossible for you.



1913

• Not to doubt whether Bhagavan has the capacity or not.

• I will accept your final decision.

e) Avyayam :

• Limitless form, indestructible, imperishable.

• Bhagawan eager, says “see”.

• Verse 5, 6, 7, 8 - Pashya – See my cosmic divine form.



1914

Verse 5 :

The Blessed lord said : Behold, O Partha, forms of Me, by hundreds and thousands of different
sorts and divine, of various colours and Shapes. [Chapter 11 - Verse 5]

a) Eh Parthe Mey Rupani Shatha Sahasrashaha, Nana Vidhani, Divyani, Nana Varnani
Krutinicha, Pashyame :

• Shata = 1000’s – objects + beings Shaha, in 100’s – 1000’s

• Nana Vidhani – Various types.

• Divyani – Adbhutani – divine – invokes surprise.

• Nana – various – each different.

• Varna – Splash of colours in cosmos.

• Akrutaya – various shapes – see.

• Arjuna wants to see entire cosmos in Lord Krishnas form.



Verse 6 :

a) Pashyan :

• See

b) Aditya :

• All suns.

c) 8 Vasus :

• Deities.

d) 11 Rudras :

e) 2 Ashvini Kumaras

f) 49 Marut Devatas : 7 x 7 

• See divine deities.

Behold the Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the (two) Asvins and also the Maruts; behold many
wonders never seen before, O Bharata. [Chapter 11 - Verse 6]

1915



g) Bahuniya Adrishta Purvani :

• Never seen before by any human beings.

h) Pashyashcharyani :

• See the wonders.

• See all of them now in one place.

In Chapter 10 Chapter 11

- Manifold manifestations, varieties
- One in many
- Vibhuti

- Yoga
- Union
- All occurring together in one
- Many in one

Yoga

Union Power + Strength Means All them together

- See capacity to 
see manifold in 
one place.

- Chapter 11

- Union of 
everything in one 
place

- Chapter 11

• All of them, see in one place. 1916



Verse 7 :

a) Iha Ekasmin Jagat Kritsnam

b) Sacharacharam Adya Pashya Gudakesha

c) Iha :

• Here in one place

d) Ekashtam :

• In me, situated in me

e) Jagat Kritsnam :

• Entire world.

Now behold, O Gudakesa, in this body, the whole universe centred in One- including the
moving and the unmoving-and whatever else you desire to see. [Chapter 11 - Verse 7]

1917



f) Sacharacharam :

Sthavaram Jangamam

- Non-moving
- Achara
- Trees

- Chara
- Moving
- Animal, birds, beings

• Sa – Sahita.

• See objects + beings in me, which have been there in the past, are in present and will 
be in future.

• If all the animals were to come in one place, birds in one place, crawling creatures, 
ocean creatures, all humanbeings were to come together, of past, present, future.

• Buhu – Janaha

• Buvaha – Tapaha

• Suvaha – Satyam

• Like this infinite Brahmandas.

• So many worlds.. All denizens, objects, Pashyan Iha Ekasmin.

g) Mama Dehe :

• See in my body (Krishna)

• In truth, Bhagavan is pure consciousness.

One Brahmanda

1918



h) Gudakesha :

• One who has conquered sleep, Tamas.

i) Yachha Anyat Drashtum Ichhasi :

• Whatever you want to see, you can see.

• You will win or loose, have a thought you will see.

• Who will die in war, have a thought, see.

• Want to see ancestors, grandsons, see.

• Everything is there in cosmos.

• To see, need different capacity.

• Different vision.

See

- All objects in one place, 
singularity

- Past / present / future
- Time in singularity

- Space in one singularity

• Eyes can see one object – not too much.

• Eyes see at a particular time, not all the time.

• Eyes can’t see all objects, all space, all time.

• Different vision is required.

• I will give you different vision, then you will see.

• You don’t value what comes easily. 1919



Verse 8 :

a) Aneneiva Sva Chakshuha Mam Drashtum Na Tu Shakyase :

• With your material, Prakruta, simple, common eyes, that you have, you can see 
Srikrishna.

b) Mam Drashtum :

• To see my divine nature is not possible.

• Can’t see Vishwarupa Divya Srikrishna.

• I am not surprised, you looking at me with blank face.

c) Divyam Dadami Tey Chakshu :

• I shall give you a divine eye because you are keen to see my divine form.

• You have risked asking for it.

• If 60 speak together, all in Cosmos speaking together, its not possible.

• Not physical seeing of all colours, forms, everything crowding your attention at one go!

But you are not bale to behold Me with these your own eyes; I give you the divine-eye; behold
My lordly Yoga. [Chapter 11 - Verse 8]

1920



• To have this type of cognition, I have to give you divine eyes, which is uncommon.

• Divine vision is given, and then he says.

c) Pashyame Yoga Aishvaram :

• 4th verse Pashya, after giving divine vision.

Chapter 9 – Verse 4 & 5 :

All this world (universe) is pervaded by Me in My unmanifest form (aspect); all beings exist in Me, but I do
not dwell in them. [Chapter 9 – Verse 4]

Nor do beings exist (in reality) in Me, behold My divine Yoga supporting all beings, but not dwelling in
them, I am My Self, the efficient cause of all beings. [Chapter 9 – Verse 5]

1921



• Ayshvaram = Ishvara Sambanda, related to Ishvara, divine, lordly.

• Yoga = Capacity.

• Please see my infinite capacity.

• Cosmos = Lords infinite capacity.

• Yoga :

o All together at one place.

o See my Lordly cosmic oneness, lordly power.

• Yoga : Aghatita Ghatana, power of mine which makes impossible, possible.

• Arjuna started seeing, he is rendered speechless.

• Sanjaya comes in when Arjuna is speechless.

• When you see wonder, you are rendered speechless.

• What did Arjuna see to make him speechless?

• Verse 9 – 14 – Sanjaya speaks.

1922



Session – II

Revision : 

• Bhagawan gives divine vision to Arjuna to see the divine form.

• Bhagawan gave Vishwaroopa Darshanam and Arjuna was spellbound.

• Sanjaya tells Dhirtharashtra – Chapter 1 – Verse 1 and 2.

1923

Dhrtarastra said : O Sanjaya! What did my people and Pandavas do after having assembled in the holy land
of Kuruksetra, eager to fight the battle?[Chapter 1 - Verse 1]

Sanjaya said : Having seen the army of the Pandavas drawn up in battle array, King Duryodhana then
approached his teacher (Drona) and spoke these words. [Chapter 1 - Verse 2]

• Sanjaya narrating what happens in the battlefield.

• Chapter 1, Chapter 11, Chapter 18 – Sanjaya Uvacha… Sanjaya final one telling Arjuna 
Uvacha, Bhagavanu Uvacha.



Verse 9 :

1924

a) Evam Uktva :

• Having said thus… by Bhagawan to see his divine form… Vishwaroopa form.

Sanjaya Said : Having thus spoken, O king, the great Lord of Yoga, Hari, showed to Partha His
supreme form as the Lord (Of the Universe). [Chapter 11 - Verse 9]

Divine Vision

But multiple vision of all 5 sensesNot physical Vision for eye

• Vision for cognition, all perception, all knowledge.

• Divyam Dadami Tey Chashuhu.

• Bhagawan shows his lordly capacity, shows entire world in him.

• Entire world in Srikrishnas physical structure and Nirguna form.

• See entirety in Lords Nirguna Rupam.



b) Eh Rajan :

• Sanjaya Addresses Dritharashtra.

• You listen what Arjuna saw.

c) Mahayaogeshvera Harihi Darshayamasa Parthaya Paramam Rupa Aishvaram :

Harihi :

• One who takes away the sorrows of devotees.

Hru :

• To steal, to take.

• Takes away sorrows of all devotees.

Maha Yogeshwara :

• Lord of all Yogis.

• Yogis have Siddhi.

• Yogeshwara gives Siddhis according to their Tapas.

• Yogis powers not common.

• Bhagawan, embodiment of all powers.

• Vishwamitra created a world called Trishanku.

• Yogis walk on water, read future, 7 births before.

• Lord of all Yogic power.

• You are ultimate cause of world, Abinna Nimitta, Upadana Karana of the entire Jagat.1925



• Greatest of the great.

c) Partha :

• Yogi, capable of this Vishwaroopa Darshanam.

d) Paramam Rupam Aishvaram :

• Showed his divine form.

• How Sanjaya was able to see?

• Drithirashtra refused Bhagawans divine vision, he knew that his sons with Adharma 
will get destroyed.

• Drithirashtra didn’t have power over his son Duryodhana because of his attachment.

• Couldn’t say no to his son.

• Dritharashtra requested Veda Vyasa to give Divine power to the confident, Charioteer, 
Sanjaya.

• Veda Vyasa gave power to Sanjaya to know what is happening in the battlefield and in 
the minds of beings in the battle field.

• He had blanket power.

• What did Arjuna see?

1926



Verse 10 :

1927

With numerous mouths and eyes, with numerous wonderful sights, with numerous divine
ornaments, with numerous divine weapons uplifted (such a form He showed).
[Chapter 11 - Verse 10]

a) Aneka :

• Many

b) Vaktra :

• Faces.

• All beings, all faces together.

c) Nayanam :

• Eyes.

d) Aneka Adhbhuta :

• Various wonders of all cosmos, all faces of all beings – Animal, birds in one look, in 14 
worlds of all Brahmandas…



• All faces, eyes looking at Arjuna.

• 7 wonders of ancient world (Gardens of Babylon, Pyramids..) of cosmos seen together, 
modern world – Tajmahal…

e) Aneka Divya Abharnam :

• Divine… Ornaments in the neck.

• Gold, emerald, diamond, pearls.

f) Divya Aneka Udyata Ayudham :

• Udyata – Takenup.

• Ayudham – Weapons.

1928



Verse 11 :

1929

Wearing divine garlands (Necklaces) and apparel, anointed with divine unguents (Perfumes),
the all wonderful, resplendent, endless, facing all sides. [Chapter 11 - Verse 11]

a) Divya Mala Ambaram :

• Dresses of all colours.

b) Divya Gandha Anulepanam :

• Bodies smeared with divine perfumes, Chandanas, Gandhas…

• Arjuna able to smell.

• Multisensory knowledge.

c) Sarva Ashcharya Mayam :

• Embodiment of wonder.

d) Devam :

• Effulgent.



e) Anantham :

• Endless.

f) Vishwato Mukham :

• It is everywhere.

• Arjuna saw infinite, unimaginable experience of super sensory perception.

• How effulgent was the scene?

1930



Verse 12 :

1931

If the splendour of a thousand suns was to blaze all at once (Simultaneously) in the sky, that
would be like the splendour of that mighty being (Great soul). [Chapter 11 - Verse 12]

• Deva = Div – to be effulgent how much.

a) Divi Surya Sahasrasya Bhaveth Yugapad Udditha :

• Imagine in the Sky, 1000 Sun’s are rising simultaneously and shining.

b) Sadrushi :

• That effulgence is similar to what Arjuna was seeing.

• Later on in Chapter 18, Sanjaya says because of Vyasa Prasada, I got Vishwaroopa 
Darshana and my hairs are standing.

c) Yadi Sadrushi Bhasya, Bhasastasya Mahatmanaha :

• Bhagawan standing in front was radiant like 1000 suns.

• Arjuna was seeing all in Krishnas body.

• Bhagawan transformed himself to be Vishwaroopa Darshana.

• Other couldn’t see, only Arjuna had Divya Chakshu.



Verse 13 :
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a) Tatra :

• There in.

b) Ekastha Sthitham :

• Standing at one place and seeing.

c) Jagat Kritsnam :

• Entire cosmos not pulverized into one singularity.

• In the beginning, entire cosmos, time, space, objects was one singularity.

• Spaceless dot.

c) Pravibhaktam Anekada :

• Arjuna saw all creatures, animals, birds, pitrus, objects, saw them separately, standing 
in one place.

There, in the body of the God of gods, the Pandava (son of Pandu), then saw the whole
universe resting in one, with all its infinite parts. [Chapter 11 - Verse 13]



• Various colours, shapes, objects….

d) Apashyat :

• Saw, time, space, objects in me place.

e) Deva Devasya Sharira :

• In the body of Lord Krishna.

• Body became all this.

f) Tada :

• At one time, he saw entire variety.

• What is Vishwaroopa Darshana?

• Where did Arjuna see all these things?

• When Bhagawan showed Vishwaroopa Darshana.

• Arjuna standing in one place, looking at one place seeing entire variety.

What is Vishwaroopa Darshana?

• It is vision of Arjuna of Bhagawan Sri Krishna appearing as entire variety, which is a 
singularity of time, space and objects.

• Yet, at the same time, all appearing in manifold variety.

1933



• In Maya, in Pralaya, everything unseen.

• Here all varieties seen.

g) Apashyat – Deva Devasya Sharire Pandavas Thatha :

• Arjuna did not get changed to a Yogi to have the vision, mind did not change.

• Only his vision changed.

• What was his inner vision?

• How did he react to Vishwaroopa Darshanam? Did not run away.

• Seeing past, present, future.

• How did Arjuna react?

• Had inner grit, was astounded but maintained balance.

• How Sanjaya described?

1934

Vishwaroopa Darshana

- Standing in one place.
- Looking at one 

Sri Krishna
- Sri Krishna is singularity 

of time, space, object.
- Not unseen



Verse 14 :

1935

Then, Dhananjaya, filled with wonder, with his hair standing on end, bowed down his head to
the God and spoke with joined palms. [Chapter 11 - Verse 14]

a) Tathaha :

• Seeing Vishwaroopa Darshana, thereafter.

b) Vismaya Vishtaha :

• Dumbstruck, awestruck by wonder.

• Avishta – every cell of his was pervaded by wonder.

• Avesha – uncontrollable.

c) Dhananjaya :

• Hairs were in Horripulation.

d) Dhananjaya :

• One who has conquered wealth.

• In Raja Suya Yaga Arjuna brought all kings in Bharata to have allegiance to Yudhishtira, 
had granary of wealth.



• Kauravas take wealth of cattle of Virata Desha, Arjuna conquers back that wealth.

• Dhananjaya = Light, effulgence.

e) Devam Shirasa Pranamya :

• Bowed his head down to Lord Krishna.

• Prostrated to Vishwaroopa even though Arjuna was a king.

f) Kritanjali :

• Clasped hands in Anjali Mudra, got strength and energy to speak.

1936

What happens

In the mind In the body What did he do?

- Vismaya Vishtaha - Horripulation - Prostrated
- Folded hands in respectg) Abhashata :

• Spoke to Lord Krishna.

• Arjuna did not forget that it is Bhagawan Sri Krishnas Vishwaroopa.

• Beauty of Veda Vyasa.

Bhagawan Arjuna now

- Says – Pashya 4 times
- You see, you see

- Says – Pashyami
- I see, I see
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Verse 15 :

Arjuna Said : I see all the gods, O God, in your body and (also) hosts of various classes of
beings, Bramha the lord of creation seated on a lotus, all the rsis and celestial serpents.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 15]

a) Pashyami Devas :

• I am seeing, experiencing, hearing, smelling…

b) Stava Deva Dehe :

• In your body I am seeing all Devatas.

• Even though Vishwaroopa is happening, Arjuna did not forget it is in Sri Krishnas
body.

Arjuna seeing at same time

VishwaroopaKrishnas body
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Vedanta – Implied meaning :

• Bagawans body did not enlarge and he did not encapsulate Vishwaroopa in that.

We see in waking state

Inert world of names and formsPure consciousness, awareness, our 
real nature

Ravana Vishwaroopa

- 10 Heads - 1000’s of heads painting
- Impossible to imagine.

• Seeing Vasu, Rudra, Aditya, Marut Devatas, Vayu, Agni, Indra in Krishna body.

c) Thatha Bhuta Viseshan :

• Seeing all beings, Sthavaranam, Jangamanam, all plants, all trees, all forests, all birds, 
all animals, all creatures in Lord Krishnas body.

d) Brahmana Misham Kamalasa Nastham :

• I also see great Lord Brahma seated in the Lotus.

Bagawan Narayanas Navel

Is Lotus

Brahma seated
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Isham :

• Through Brahma, Bagawan gets the worlds created.

e) Rishishscha Sarvan Anuraagashcha Divyan :

• I see all Rishis also – Atri, Brighu, Asito, Devaha, Vyasa, Sanaka, Sanandana, Narada.

• See all Rishis.

• Uragaan – Snakes.

• Rishis, Bhagawan Narayana, seated in divine snake, Adisesha, Vasukhi.

• Bhagawan Shiva wears Snake as garland.

• Ear-ring made of snake.

• Arjuna is speaking to Bhagawan.
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Verse 16 :

I see Thee of boundless form on every side, with manifold arms, stomachs, mouths and eyes;
neither the end, nor the middle, nor also the beginning do I see; O lord of the universe, O
cosmic form. [Chapter 11 - Verse 16]

a) Aneka :

• Variety, manifold, effulgence.

b) Bahu :

• Hands, Arms.

c) Udara :

• Stomach.

d) Vaktra :

• Face, mouth.

e) Netra :

• Eyes.
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• I see infinite array of hands, faces, mouths, stomach, eyes.

f) Sarvataha Anantha Rupam :

• Everywhere it is infinite… faces, eyes, mouths,… all around I only see this.

• In one vision, he is seeing everything, does not have to turn his head, face..

• With thought of eyes… sees all eyes…

g) Pashyami Tvam :

• I see you to be all this.

h) Anantha Rupam :

• Infinite forms.

i) Na Antham Na Madhyam Na Punasta Avadim :

• Neither can I see beginning, middle or end for this cosmos.

As

Ishvara’s AwarenessIndividual Awareness

- Have vision of whole cosmos.
- Truly infinite 
- No beginning of end.

- Have limited vision of one body.
- Has beginning and end.
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• Pure consciousness, unchanging is ever there in us, experienced by us in past, present, 
future.

• Bhagawan transforms himself now to show his Darshana to Arjuna but the fact is, he is 
ever this truth.

w.r.t. Form w.r.t. Space w.r.t. Time

- Aneka Anantha Rupa - Na Antham, Na 
Madhyam, Na Punastha
Vadim

- He is all pervading, 
everywhere

- I see you to be ever 
there.

You are

Arupa Sarupa Vishwaroopa

Seen by Jnanam Seen by Bhakti Seen with Divya Chakshu

• He gave Arjuna cosmic eyes, Brahma Jnanam to see that.

• With eye of Jnanam, we see Bhagawans Arupa nature.

• With eye of Bhakti, we see Sarupa.

• With Divya Chakshu, which Bhagawan gave Arjuna, he saw Vishwarupa.
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• Bhagawan is always the same Arupa and Sarupa.

• There is neither a beginning, middle or end for Bhagawan.

• You remain ever the same.

• 4 times Pashyami here.

j) Vishveshwara :

• Lord of the world – Vishwa.

k) Vishwaroopa :

• Is Bagawan.

• You are the Lord of the world and you are also the name and form of the world, 
nondual nature of pure consciousness, Advaitam principle.

• Arjuna is spellbound, in wonderment, utterly astounded.

Verse 15 Verse 16 Verse 17

Pashyami 2 Pashyami 1 Pashyami
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Verse 17 :

a) Kiritinam :

• Having crown on head.

b) Gadhinam :

• All hands with Gadha.

c) Chakra Yudham :

• Discuss.

d) Tejo Rashim :

• Heap of light.

e) Sarvato Deepthi Mantham :

• Everywhere effulgence.

• Brightness.

I see Thee with crown, club and discus; a mass of radiance shining everywhere, very hard to
look at, all round blazing like burning fire and sun, and incomprehensible.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 17]
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f) Pashyami Tvam :

• I see you, pure awareness as superimposed in the cosmos.

g) Dur Niriksham :

• But you are difficult to see.

• You awareness principle exist together with the infinite cosmos.

• Vishwaroopa is difficult to see.

Sanjaya :

• As though 1000 Suns arising at one go.

h) Deepta, Anala, Arka, Dhutim :

• Effulgence of fire and sun are having competition and excelling each other.

• Radiance splendid.

• Suns shining and fire’s radiance increasing every minute.

i) Aprameyam :

• No words can describe Brahman, the effulgence, awareness principle.

Pramena Prameyam

Can see, comprehend, explain Can explain, comprehend

• With Divya Chakshu of Jnanam, one can experience Brahman but can’t explain through 
words.

• One can’t actually comprehend this.
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Session III

Revision :

• Arjuna is stunned by the Vishwaroopa Vision showed by Bhagavan Sri Krishna.

• Struck in wonderment with the effulgence.

• Variety and vastness of vision is too much.

Arjuna tells Bhagawan :

• You are indeed that Purusha, immortal consciousness, Primordial consciousness.

• Arjuna has conviction of who Bhagawan is.

3 things Vivid

Vastness Variety Effulgence
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Verse 18 : Important Verse

a) Tvam Aksharam Purusham Veditavyam :

• Tvam – you.

• Aksharam Purusham – imperishable Purusha.

• You are the pure consciousness which is imperishable

• Everything else is perishable, physical, mental, causal, verbal.

• They have birth, death.

• What is beyond birth and death?

• It is pure consciousness.

You are the imperishable, the supreme being worthy to be known. You are the great treasure-
house of this universe. You are the imperishable protector of the eternal dharma. In my
opinion, you are the ancient Purusa. [Chapter 11 - Verse 18]



b) Paramam Veditavyam :

• You are that Purusha that which is described in the Upanishads to be finally realised, 
to be experienced to be known.

• Atma Vare Drishtavyaha – you are that.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

1948



• Tam Tu Aupanishadam Purusham Pritchami.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

He said: It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is
not for the sake of the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own sake that she is loved. It is not for the
sake of the sons, my dear, that they are loved, but for one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of
wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but for one's own sake that it is loved. It is not for the sake of the Brāhmaṇa, my
dear, that he is loved, but for one's own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Kṣatriya, my dear, that he
is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my dear, that they are loved,
but for one's own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for
one's own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of the beings, my -dear, that they are loved, but for one's
own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved, but for one's own sake that it is
loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyī, should be realised—should be heard of, reflected on and meditated upon. By
the realisation of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection and meditation, all this is known. [2 - 4 - 5]

1949
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• Purusha of Upanishads you are.

• What ought to be realised through Sravanam, Mananam, Nididhyasanam.

‘On what do the body and the heart rest?’ ‘On the Prāṇa.’ ‘On what does the Prāṇa rest?’ ‘On the Apāna.’ 
‘On what does the Apāna rest?’ ‘On the Vyāna.’ ‘On what does the Vyāna rest?’ ‘On the Udāna.’ ‘On what 
does the Udāna rest?’ ‘On the Samāna.’ This self is That which has been described as ‘Not this, not this.’ It 
is imperceptible, for It is never perceived; undecaying, for It never decays; unattached, for It is never 
attached; unfettered—It never feels pain, and never suffers injury. ‘These are the eight abodes, the eight 
instruments of vision, the eight deities and the eight beings. I ask you of that Being who is to be known 
only from the Upaniṣads, who definitely projects those beings and (again) withdraws them into Himself, 
and who is at the same time transcendent. If you cannot clearly tell me of Him, your head shall fall off.’ 
Śākalya did not know Him; his head fell off; and robbers snatched away his bones, mistaking them for 
something else.[3 - 9 - 26]

Bagawan

NirupadhikaSaupadhika

- Nature, pure consciousness, 
Satyam Jnanam Anantham
Brahma.

- Nature is universe
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c) Tvam Asyasya Vishwasya Param Nidhanam :

• This world experienced through various means of knowledge, what we experience 
through senses.

• Asya – this – proximate world experienced through Pratyaksha, Anumana, Upamana, 
Arthapatti, Shabda, Anupalabdhi – 6 Pramanams.

• Perception, inference,… the ultimate resting place for this experienced Jagat.

• Object can be burnt, becomes Ashes.

For Resting place

- Objects
- Ashes
- 5 Elements
- 3 Gunas
- Maya

- Ashes
- Earth
- 3 Gunas
- Maya
- Brahman

• All elements come from 3 Gunas, have Sattva / Rajas / Tamas.

Gunas

Satwa Rajas Tamas

- Produces Mind, 
intellect, Jnana Indriyas

- Produce Karma Indriyas,
Pranas

- Entire inert world 
produced including body.
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• World is produced from elements, elements from 3 Gunas, 3 Gunas is from Maya.

• Resting place of Maya is Brahman.

• Brahmashrayaha Maya Asti.

• Paramam Nidhanam.

• Arjuna is telling Sri Krishna standing in front as Vishwaroopa.

• I know you as the ultimate resting place for the world.

• Nidhanam Ashraya, where everything rests.

• You are pure consciousness in your Nir Upadhika state, secret revealed in Gita.

Nidhanam

Where everything rests / exists / 
Substratum

Where everything dissolves

Bhagawan

Nirupadhika StateSophadhika State

Shuddha ChaitanyamJagat Adhara
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d) Tvam Avyayaha :

• Vyaya – Decay, change.

• Avyaya – Nondecay, changeless, immutable.

e) Sashvata Dharma Bhogta :

• Protector of eternal Dharma.

Nature of Dharma

ResultAction

• Result should go to performer of action in this world.

• Dharma = Cosmic law.

• You are the protector of eternal cosmic law, Karma Phala Dhata, Adhyaksha, bestower
of fruits of action.

• As you sow, so do you reap.

• Who is the one who gives Jiva to get results of its action.

Upadesa Sara :

By the command (according to the laws) of the Creator of the world (the Lord), the fruits (of action) are 
gained. Then how is action the Supreme (Reality)? (It is not; since) that action is inert. [Verse 1]
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• Lord who enables the doer to become enjoyer of actions.

• Bhagavan takes incarnation, Avatara at various points of time, Yuge Yuge… to protect 
the eternal Dharma.

Gita : Chapter 4 – Verse 6, 7, 8

Though I am unborn and am of imperishable nature, and though I am the Lord of all beings, 
yet, ruling over My own nature, I take birth by My own maya. [Chapter 4 – Verse 6]

Whenever there is decay of righteousness, O Bharata, and a rise of unrighteousness, then I 
manifest Myself. [Chapter 4 – Verse 7]
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For the protection of the good, for the destruction of the wicked and for the establishment of 
righteousness, I am born in every age. [Chapter 4 – Verse 8]

• Cosmic laws eternal, Lord is eternal.

f) Tvam Sanatana Purusha Matho Mey :

• Before I knew it, now I know for sure.

• I see it, I experience.

• You are Ancient Purusha.

• Purusha which is there even before Creation.

Chandogya Upanishad :
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• Before creation, what was there?

• Only existence, consciousness, pure bliss, supreme Brahman.

• I know you are the supreme Brahman.

• This is stamp of Arjunas own personal experience.

• Giving voice to his experience..

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject,
some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second.
Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
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Verse 19 :

I see you without beginning, middle or end, infinite in power, of endless arms, the sun and
moon [Chapter 11 - Verse 19]

a) Anaadi Madhyantam :

• An – Aadhi – Madhya – Antham.

• No – beginning – middle – end for you.

• No birth, Utpathi, no Sthithi, sustainance, no existing for sometime for you, Antha is 
Vinasha.

• No birth, existence, destruction for you.

• You are the ultimate reality, permanent substratum for this entire cosmos.

b) Anantha Veeryam :

• Infinite prowess, strength.

• Veeryam Prabhavaha : As supreme Lord, capacity is infinite, Arjuna see in front of his 
eyes.
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c) Sashi Surya Netram :

• You are the Cosmic being far whom the Sun and Moon are spoken of as eyes.

• For Virat Purusha – Sun and Moon lights up the world.

d) Pashya Deepta Hutasha Vaktram :

• Vaktra = Mouth = Fire.

• I see your mouth.

• Why fire called Huta Asha?

• Whatever is Huta, put into it, Ashtadhi, it eats it away, puts an end to it.

• Effulgent fire is your mouth.

• When mouth of Vishwaroopa opens, Arjuna sees fire which has no depth.

e) Sva Tejasa Vishwam Idam Tapantam :

• Entire world is scorched by your effulgence and Radiance.

• Extent in verse 20.

Put in Mouth For Cosmic being, fire is the mouth

Disappears Cosmos Disappears
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Verse 20 :

a) Dyava Prithivyor Idam Antaram Hi :

• Space between earth – here and heavens up above.

• Antaram = Space.

• Vyava = Heavens.

• Prithvi = Earth.

b) Vyaptam Tvaya Ekena Dishascha Sarvaha :

• Whole space is pervaded by you.

• Infinitude of the Vishwaroopa.

• In all directions, I see only you.

This space between earth and the heavens and all the quarters is filled by you alone; having
seen this, your wonderful and terrible form, the three worlds are trembling with fear, O great-
souled being. [Chapter 11 - Verse 20]
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c) Drishtva Adbhutam Rupam Tava :

• Seeing this most astounding form of yours.

• Cosmic form is not pleasant, charming.

d) Ugram :

• Terrible, ferocious, frightening.

e) Loka Trayam Pravyaditam :

• All 3 worlds are disturbed.

• Many dieties, Mahatmas have assembled to witness the great war where Bhagawan is 
Charioteer.

• Arjuna takes cognizance of presence of these deities and says, all 3 worlds are really 
terrible.

• Your form fills space between earth and heaven, everywhere in all directions, you are 
indeed the cosmic supreme reality.

• Nobody will like this form for ever.

• All seeing are not enjoying.

f) Mahatman :

• Great soul, infinite being.

• 3 worlds are shuddering.
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Verse 21 :

Verily, into You enter these hosts of devas; some extol you in fear with joined palms; May it be
well’ thus saying, bands of great rsis and siddhas praise You with hymns Sublime.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 21]

a) Ami Hi Surasanghat Tvam Vishanti :

• These multitudes of Devatas are all entering your mouth.

• You are the great infinite being in which everything finally ends.

• Arjuna has vision of past, present, future.

• Many deities took their birth on earth when Bhagawan was here.

• Bhishma = Ashta Vasu = Devata.

• To Assist Bhagawan in this birth, the deities took birth alongwith Avatara Krishna.

• At the end of the Battle they all complete their tenure.

b) Kechit Bhitah Pranjalayo Grnanti :

• Some of them terrified.

• Fold their hands in worship, glorify your greatness.
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c) Vastiti Yuktva Maharshi Siddha Sangha :

• Great saints, multitudes of Siddhi… are singing… Swasti, Swasti,…. Let all be auspicious.

• Let Vishwaroopa not destroy whole cosmos now.

• Let all be good.

• All are trying to pacify you, oh Vishwaroopa.

d) Stuvanti Tvam Stutibhih Pushkalabhih :

• Maharishis and Siddhas are worshipping, eulogising Lord with Hymns, and glories.

• Nobody can see the way in which Bhagawan is showing Arjuna.

• Arjuna is seeing entirety.

• Some get pulverized.

• Pushkala – flowery words, hymns, with full meanings, charm, Stutis.
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Verse 22 :

The Rudras, Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, Visvedevas, the two Asvins, Maruts, Usmapas and hosts
of Gandharvas, Yaksas, Asuras and Siddhas-they are all looking at you, all quite astonished.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 22]

a) Deities :

• Rudra, Aditya, Vasu, Pitrus, Gandharva Sura, Asura, Yakshas…

b) Maharishi :

• Can sing hymns.

c) Vikshante Tvam Vismitascaiva Sarve :

• Unable to utter a word, aghast, Astonished (Wonder + fear + reverence together).

• Ikshante – seeing.

• Vishante – with special look in their eyes, wonderstruck.

Arjuna seeing

Infinite Effulgence Radiance Multiplicity

• Now vision turns to awe and terror.

• Bhagawan shows terrible aspect, deities just look, awestruck in wonderment.
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Verse 23 : Vision of Terror

Having seen Your immeasurable form, with many mouths and eyes, O mighty-armed, with
many arms, thighs and feet, with many stomachs and fearsome with many tusks, the worlds
are terrified and so too, am I. [Chapter 11 - Verse 23]

a) Rupam Mahatte :

• Huge, large form.

b) Bahu Vaktra Netram :

• With many faces, eyes.

• Wonder, surprise, terror at same time.

• You keep telling again and again.

c) Maha Bahu, Bahu Uru Bahu Padam :

• Many arms, legs, thighs, feet.

d) Bahu Udaram :

• Many stomachs.
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e) Bahu Damshtra Karalam :

• Sharp teeth.

f) Drishtva Lokaha :

• All beings.

g) Pravyathitha Thatha Aham :

• I am also Terror stricken.

Cosmic Form / Function

UnpleasantPleasant

- Destruction
- Terrifying
- Heavy rains for 10 days, 

lightening.

- Creation
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Verse 24 :

On seeing You (Your form) touching the sky, flaming in many colours, with mouths wide open,
with large fiery eyes, I am terrified at heart, and I find neither courage nor peace, O Vishnu!
[Chapter 11 - Verse 24]

a) Dristva Hi Tvam Pravyathitantaratma :

• Seeing you thus, I am very much disturbed in my inner core. 

• How are you?

b) Nabha – Sprsam :

• Touching the sky.

c) Deeptam :

• Radiant.

d) Aneka Varnam :

• Multitude of colours.
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e) Vyaatha :

• Mouth open.

f) Peepta Vishala Netram :

• Eyes lit.

g) Drithim Na Vindami :

• I am unable to stand, hold to myself.

h) Shamam Cha Vishnu :

• I am loosing the mental peace, seeing you.

• How does Arjuna feel?
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Verse 25 :

Having seen your mouths fearsome with tusks (Blazing) like Pralaya-fires, I know not the four
quarters, nor do I find peace; be gracious, O Lord of the devas, O Abode of the Universe.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 25]

a) Damshtra Karalani Cha Tey Mukhani :

• Your mouths with Sharp teeths.

b) Drishtva Eva Kala Sannibhani :

• Mouth is filled with fire like in Pralaya (Pralaya Kala – Anala).

• Fire of dissolution.

c) Disho Na Jane :

• I am totally lost in directions, everywhere threatening.

d) Na Labhe Cha Sharma :

• I am not feeling at ease.

e) Prasida Devesha :

• Please quieten down, calm down, don’t terrorise me this way.
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f) Jagan Nivasa :

• Oh, Lord of the Universe.

• Arjuna wants Bhagawan to stop but Bhagavan wants to continue showing… Pasha… 
Pashya… sees entire gamut of universe.

• What pleases you and terrorizes you is God.

• What Arjuna sees in the mouth of Lord?

• In time what happens?

• Duryodhana gets destroyed.

• What happens in time?

• Vishwaroopa not just singularity of objects and beings.

• Not singularity of variety in one.

Arjuna’s Experience

- Fear
- Terror
- Does not like Destructive form

- Wonderment Kiriti, Gadha
- Beauty
- Creation
- Like this form

Singularity of

TimeSpace
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Session – IV

(Verse 26 – 34)

• Vision of Vishwaroopa Bhagawan gave was not stationary, cosmos runs in front of him, 
realm of objects and beings.

Vision

Verse 17 Verse 19 Verse 24

- Lord as Radiant 
being with 
crown, maze, 
Chakra.

- One form 
manifests into 
manifold.

- Infinite hands, 
legs.

- Fearful
- Mouth in which 

all enter.

Verse 25

- Mouth with 
Pralaya Agni, fire 
of dissolution.

• Not getting mental ease.

• Abode of the world, don’t show terrible form of the world, have compassion, please 
quieten, Arjuna tells Bhagawan.

• Vishwarupa also contains events of future.
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Verse 26 :

a) Ami Cha Dritharashtrasya Putra :

• These sons of Dritharashtra – Duryodhana, Dushasana.

b) Sarve Saha Avani Paha Sanghaihi :

• Alongwith various kings assembled in battle field.

• Bhagawan showing future to Arjuna.

• Yutsu – son survived.

• Avani Pala – protector of kings like Shalya.

c) Bhishma :

• Grandsire, has boon deathlessness unless he wishes.

• General.

All the sons of Dhrtarastra with hosts of kings of the earth, Bhisma, drone and the son of a
charioteer, Karna, with the warrior chieftains of ours… [Chapter 11 - Verse 26]
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Dronaha :

• Teacher of Pandavas and Kauravas.

• Can’t die unless he wishes.

• Svachanda Mrityu.

Suta Putra :

• Son of charioteer.

• Karna.

• Mega stars of Kaurava Army.

d) Saha Asmadiyaiyi Yoga Mukhaiyhi :

• With them some of Arjunas soldiers died.

• Drishtatyuna… etc.
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Verse 27 :

Into your mouths with terrible teeth and fearful to behold, they precipitately enter. Some are
found sticking in the gaps between the teeth with their heads crushed into pulp.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 27]

a) Vaktrani Te Tvaramana Vishanti :

• All rushing into your mouth.

b) Dhamstrakaralani :

• Mouth with sharp teeth's.

c) Bhayanakani :

• Fearful.

d) Kecidvilagna Dashanantaresu :

• Some sticking between the teeth (Dashana).

e) Churnitair Uttamangaih :

• Heads are pulverized, crushed.

• Fear is Rasa here, flavor of these verses.

• What way are they rushing into Bhagawans mouth?
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Verse 28 :

a) Yatha Nadinam Bahavaha Ambu Vegaha :

• Just as currents of various rivers are moving continuously in the direction of ocean 
alone.

b) Thatha :

• In the same way.

c) Ami Naraloka Veeraha :

• These warriors of human realm.

• Son of Dritharashtra, kings, Bhishma, Drona, warriors.

d) Tvam Vishanti :

• Are entering you.

e) Vaktrani Abhi Jvalanti :

• Into the firm mouth.

Verily, as many torrents of rivers flow towards the ocean, so these heroes in the world of men
enter Your flaming mouths. [Chapter 11 - Verse 28]
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2 Types

- Willingly want to fight to 
reach Svarga.

- Inviting death.
- Drona, Karna, Bhishma, 

destruction is waiting for 
them.

- They want destruction.
- Like Moth flies, themselves 

jumping into fire.

- Some flown away into the 
mouth.

- Hired soldiers.
- Rivers flowing into ocean.

Soldiers
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Verse 29 :

a) Yatha Pradeeptam Jvalanam Patangaha Vishanti :

• Fire which is blazing.

• Moths entering.

b) Samudra Vegaha :

• In full speed they rush for their own destruction.

c) Thatha Eva Vishanti Lokaha Nashaya :

• Similarly, these people are getting destroyed.

d) Samudra Vegaha :

• Moths are rushing in great speeds to destruction.

• All great warriors, impossible to conquer, courting their own deaths.

• Ye Chanyas Drashtum Ichhasi – I will show you Vishwarupa… and whatever you want 
to see, that also you can see.

• Height of fear now….

As moths rush hurriedly into a blazing fire for their own destruction, so also these creatures
hastily rush into your mouths of destruction. [Chapter 11 - Verse 29]
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Verse 30 :

a) Lokan Samagran Grasamanaha Jvalabihi Vadanaihi Samanta Leliyase :

• All the people, you are eating them, through the fiery mouths of yours.

• Leliyase… after paisam.. Take tongue out and swipe your lips.

• Large flames engulfing everyone like tongues swiping the lips.

• Knows fate of all warriors arrayed against him.

b) Tejo Bhirapurya Jagat Samagram Bhasaha Tavaha Ugrah Pratipanti Vishno :

• Your effulgence covers entire world and burns everything.

Devouring all worlds on every side with Your flaming mouths, You are licking (In Enjoyment).
You fierce rays, filling the whole world with radiance, are burning, O Visnu.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 30]
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• Arjuna wondering…

o Is Krishna my friend? 

o Karuna Murti Bhagawan? 

o My Guru Teaching me?

• Purusha Santana, Ishvara, Uttama Purusha.

• Now seeing horrific Vishwaroopa.

• Arjuna Dumbfounded, Struck with terror, not running away, but asking who are you?

• Dares to ask – who are you?
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Verse 31 :

Tell me, who you are, so fierce in form? Salutations to you, O god supreme; have mercy. I
desire to know you, the original being, I know not indeed your purpose.[Chapter 11 - Verse 31]

a) Ugra Rupaha Ko Bava Akhyahi Me :

• This horrific form, who are you? Please tell me.

Bhagawan :

• I am Vishwaroopa.

• What is this manifestation of Vishwaroopa?

• This is not Uttama Purusha, Karuna Murti Bhagawan.

• This is Ugra Rupaha, Million Avataras….

• Arjuna did not say – stop it, go away!

He says :

• I want to know, who are you?
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b) Namostute Deva Vara :

• Oh Lord of Lords, best among the deities, oh Parameshwara.

• Namostute – I worship you.

• Sarva Gurave – Guru of Gurus.

• This Guru teaches the truth and shows himself to be the ultimate truth as 
Vishwaroopa Ishvara.

c) Prasida :

• Give up this terrible horrible form.

• Tyagam Kuru.

d) Vijnatum Ichhami Bavanta Madhyam :

• I would like to know who you are.

• Adhya, ultimate cause you are I know.

• But this horrific form, I would like to know what this is?

I have seen you as

Friend of Gopis Guru Uttama Purusha

- Soupaadika - Nir Upadhika
- Nirguna
- Nirakara

Ishvara

- Saguna
- Karuna Murti

As Vishwaroopa

- Who are you
- Never known 

this fact
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e) Nami Prajanami Tava Pravrittim :

• You are my friend, Guru but in this horrible form, eating away all warriors, who are 
you?

• As part of Vishwaroopa, to show progress of time, you have shown what is going to 
happen.

• Tell me who you are in this destructive nature.
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Verse 32 :

The Blessed Lord said : I am the mighty world-destroying Time, now engaged in destroying the
worlds. Even without you, none of the warriors arrayed in hostile armies shall live.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 32]

a) Kalaha Asmi :

• I am time, the annihilator.

b) Pravruddaha :

• I am fully mature and ready for that, war in progress.

c) Loka Kshaya Krut :

• Destroyer of all.

• Lord Krishna has Avatara for Dharma.

• Samsthapana, he has to finish of all the wicked people.

• When the good also joins wicked, that also has to be destroyed.
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• Don’t be cheated by the smiles of mine.

• I have come here to put an end to Adharma.

• That I shall do now, for this I have manifested.

• This is Bhagavan Srikrishnas Avatara as destroyer of Adharma.

• I am Kala, Kala.

• What is time?

• Antah Kala = Destroyer = Yama.

• Here, Kala means, I am ultimate annihilator.

• Devourer of all the worlds.

• For that, I have manifested in the world.

• Chaitanyam with infinite Kriya Shakti of destruction is Kala.

Chaitanya

Jnana Shakti Ichha Shakti Kriya Shakti

LayaSthithiSrishti

• I embody the power of destruction, annihilation.

• Are you going to cause Pralaya of all the worlds?
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c) Loka Kshaya Krutu :

• I have come to destroy Duryodhana.

d) Lokan Samahartumiha Pravrttah :

• I have come here to put an end to all these people.

e) Rte Pitva :

• Even if you retire, and are not going to be there.

f) Na Bhavisyanti Sarve :

• All kings standing in front of you are not going to survive.

g) Ye Avastitah Pratyanikeshu Yodhah :

• These warriors of Duryudhona’s army, standing against Pandava Army, none is going to 
survive.

• This is part of my Leela of Dharma Samsthapanaya.

• Therefore Arjuna, even without you, these people will die.

• You being there or not, does not matter.
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Verse 33 :

Therefore, stand up and obtain fame. Conquer the enemies and enjoy the flourishing kingdom.
Verily, by Myself they have already been slain; be you a mere instrument, O left-handed archer.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 33]

a) Tasmat :

• Therefore, since Bhishma, Drona have already been destroyed by me.

b) Tvam Uttishta :

• You get up, what is there to be afraid of?

• Even without you, people are going to die.

• Not only when you shoot people will die.

• Wicked have been destroyed.

• Therefore, you don’t have to fight the battle.

c) Yasho Labhasva :

• Get the honour and glory of having won the battle.
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d) Jiva Shatrun :

• Conquering the enemies.

e) Bhungshva Rajyam Samudram :

• Rule and enjoy this vast kingdom.

f) Maya Evam Ete Nihita Purvameva :

• All killed by me.

g) Arjunas Role :

h) Nimitta Matram Bava Savya Sachin :

• One who uses Bow + arrow on both hands, Ambi dexterous.

• Expert in warfare, Archery, capable warrior.

• Not pulling your glory down.

• You are known for your splendor in battle but I have done everything.

• Role : Be just an instrument, Nimitta Matram, in my hands.

How flute sings well?

• Because it has emptied itself.

• Give up the ego that you are doing.

• Lord has accomplished through the flow of time what has to happen.

• Be an instrument, watch it happen.
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• Gain the honour, I am giving the honour for you to take credit.

• You take the credit.

• In your heart, you know the credit does not belong to you.

• Let the world give you the credit.

• For you I have done everything Arjuna!

• Understand you are just an instrument in my hands.

• In your heart, be empty of ego.

• Let the world glorify you to the hilt.

• Let everybody honour you for the success but the success you surrender to me and 
know it.

• Know yourself to be an instrument in gods hands.

• This is Sadhana for this month.

• Be an instrument in Lords hands.

• Oh Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace.

• Where there is hate, let me show love.

• Prayer of St. Francis of basic.

• Where there is negativity, let me show love.

• Where hate, let me show love.

• Make me an instrument in your hands.
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• Everything has happened.

• You set up, don’t be lazy.

• Be an expert, Savya Sachin, get up.

• Allow the Lord to function through you.

Chinmaya Pledge :

• May thy grace flow through us to the world around us.

• Empty yourself, drop ego, let the Lord function.

• Any time the ego comes and says : 

“I did it”.

• Say :

“He did it”.

• Anytime, somebody says, wow – you did it, accept glory, make god happy, in your 
heart say, Lord you did it.

• Nimitta Matram Bava Savya Sachin.

• In fact, he is only doing it.

• If not for the power of consciousness, we will not be able to move our small finger.

• Strength, energy, capacity are all, his glory expressing.

• Nimitta Matram Bava Savaya Sachin.

• Also he has said, Tasmat, Tvam Uttishta.
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• To be Nimitta is to do without doing

• To be Nimitta is to make things possible without blocking the goodness flowing 
through you.

Open Tap

Water comes

Instrument

You & I

Lord functions

Instrument

• We arrogate the Doership, become the ego, pollute the instrument and aroma and 
reality of Lords presence fails to blossom in our hearts.

• Clear your heart, become an instrument, let him function.

• He has done everything.

• He wants us to reap the glory, that is his wish.

• In our heart, when we get praise, glorified, say to the Lord, you did it.
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Verse 34 :

a) Those warriors about whom you are afraid of, whether you can conquer them or not, 
because of their obvious greatness, I have finished them.

• Drona, my teacher, most powerful warrior most knowledgable warrior is finished.

• He can’t be killed unless he puts the arms himself down and retires.

• Bhishma, Parashurama couldn’t win over him.

• Bhishma, blessed by his father, nobody can kill him, unless Bhishma wants to get killed.

• Jayadratha – father doing Tapas, anybody who tries to dislodge his son’s head, the 
one who has done that, his head will break into pieces.

• Who will dare to kill him?

• Karna – Effulgent like the son, blessed by Indra, with weapon which is infallible.

Drona, Bhisma, Jayadratha, Karna and other brave warriors Those have already been slain by
me; you do kill; be not distressed with fear; fight and you shall conquer your enemies in battle.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 34]
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b) Maya Hatham :

• Don’t be worried anymore.

c) Yudhasva – Chetasi :

• You will be certainly victorious over all your enemies.

• I am the ultimate annihilator, came here to destroy Adharma and I have done it 
already.

• You don’t have to worry at all.

• Drona, Bhishma, Jayadratha.

• Maya Anyanyapi Yodhaveeram – other warriors.

Maya Hathamstvam :

• All have been killed.

d) Yamavyathishtaha :

• I have killed all of them, you don’t be anxious, Vyatha.

Fact To the World

- I have killed them - You have killed them
- I allow that to happen.

• You make a Drama of killing them.
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e) Tvam Jvahi :

• Don’t be anxious.

• How to kill grand father and Guru?

• They are worthy of worship, Puja, how can I kill them?

• Who told you have killed them?

• Bhagawan : I have killed them.

f) Yudhasva :

• You fight.

g) Sethasi Rane Sapathnasi :

• In the war, you definitely conquer all your enemies.

Arjuna said : How, O Madhusudana, shall I, in battle, fight with arrows against Bhisma and
Drona, who are fit to be worshipped, O destroyer of enemies! [Chapter 2 - Verse 4]
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Arjuna :

• Who are you?

• What are you doing in the battlefield?

Bhagwan :

• I am Kala.

• I have come to destroy Adharma.

• I have done that.

• Be an instrument in my hands.

• Your victory is truly my victory and my victory is truly your victory.

• Arjuna spellbound.

• Sanjaya comes again.



Session V

(Verse 35 – 40)

• Arjuna asked for the vision of Vishwarupa, entire cosmos in Sri Krishna.

• Cosmos = Entire realm of objects and beings, entire space, entire time.

• Arjuna had the vision of the Lord manifesting as entirety of time, space, objects.

• Arjuna saw the manifold variety, Lord in his infinite variety, Lord in his form of 
destroyer.

• Arjuna became terrified, not knowing his Guru, friend, and asked Bhagawan who are 
you?

• Arjuna knew Bagawan in his true nature, Satchit Ananda Paramatma.

• Had intellectual understanding of Bhagawan as Sophadhika Maya, Srishti, Sthithi, Laya
Karanam.

• When you actually see Bhagawan as Srishti Karana, Sthithi Sthava, Laya Karana, all 
words, originator, sustainer, destroyer become true.

• Words easily said but can’t see the Phenomena.

1994
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• Bhagawan is time, the annihilator, terminator, cosmic destroyer, and has come for a 
particular job, Loka Kshaya Krutu.

• Loka = People = World.

• Lokyate – that which is seen, world of objects.

• Seer is also Loka.

• Here Loka refers to all beings.

• I have come to destroy all wicked people who have become Bhu Bhara, weight on 
earth, Burden, transgressor of Dharma.

• People go into fiery mouth, vision shown.

• Victory you are seeking is accomplished.

The Blessed Lord said : I am the mighty world-destroying Time, now engaged in destroying the worlds.
Even without you, none of the warriors arrayed in hostile armies shall live.[Chapter 11 - Verse 32]

Therefore, stand up and obtain fame. Conquer the enemies and enjoy the flourishing kingdom. Verily, by
Myself they have already been slain; be you a mere instrument, O left-handed archer. [Chapter 11 - Verse 33]
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• All are conquered, you make the Drama of conquering, may you win the glory of a 
great warrior.

• Gain fame and glory.

• Be an instrument in my hands.

• Nimitta Matra Bava Savya Sachin.

• Everything accomplished for Arjuna.

• Arjuna naturally choked with emotion.

• Saw manifestation of terrific and horrible proportions striking horror and terror in his 
heart.

• Even Devatas wonderstruck without being able to utter any word.

• Arjuna had the capacity to speak, all others were just lost, without being able to utter 
a word.

• Sanjaya comes.

Drona, Bhisma, Jayadratha, Karna and other brave warriors Those have already been slain by me; you do
kill; be not distressed with fear; fight and you shall conquer your enemies in battle. [Chapter 11 - Verse 34]
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Verse 35 :

Sanjaya Said : Having heard that speech of Kesava (Krsna), the crowned-one (Arjuna), with
joined palms, trembling and prostrating himself, again addressed Krsna in a choked voice,
bowing down, overwhelmed with fear. [Chapter 11 - Verse 35]

a) Etat Eva Vachanam Chrutva :

• What was said by Keshava.

b) Kritanjalihi Kiriti :

• One who has got a crown.

• Bestowed by Indra.

• Won favour of deities, they had reverence and respect for Arjuna.

• Kritanjali : Raised his hand again in respect and salutations.

• Such a great warrior, known for his valour…
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c) Vepa Manaha :

• Started shaking, Kampa Mana, hands – legs started shivering, such is the magnitude of 
the vision that he saw.

• Vishwarupa is speaking to him.. Kalosmi Loka Kshaya Krut Pravrttah.

• Looking at cosmic being, conversing, had lot of emotions in his heart.

d) Krishnam Namas Kritya :

• Prostrating to Bhagawan Sri Krishna.

e) Buyaha Aha :

• Again he spoke.

• He had asked before : Tell me who you are.

• After the reply, again he spoke – how.

f) Sagad Gadam :

• Voice choked with emotion.

• Emotions take sway over you and you want to speak.

• Words not crystal clear, not specially for me, emotions get control of words, and throat 
gets choked.

• Your utterance then called Sagaagadam.

• Gadgada = Throat blocked with emotions.
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• What can I do for this Lord?

• Lord wants me to take glory of everything.

• What can I say?

• All these emotions, controlling him.

g)Bhitah Bhitaha :

• Frightened.

• Fear taken possession of him.

• Overwhelmed with fear.

• Again and again, looking at that form, his legs and hands are shaking.

• Throat choked with emotion.

• Mind swayed by various feelings.

Emotions

How blessed I am Form and manifestation Looking at future

- God has accomplished   
everything for me.

- Terror striking
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h) Pranamya :

• Again he prostrated, again got up, again fell…

• Words not coming.

• Got control over himself and then spoke…

• Verse 36 – 46, 11 verses – spiritual hymns, beautiful piece of poetry, finest prayer to 
the Lord.
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Verse 36 :

Arjuna said : it is but apt, O Hrsikesa,(Krsna) that the world delights and rejoices in Thy praise;
Raksasas fly in fear to all quarters, and all hosts of Siddhas bow to Thee.[Chapter 11 - Verse 36]

a) Hrishikesh :

Hrishika Isha

- Senses (Indriya) + Mind - Lord of

• Hrishika – Indriya = Instrument of knowledge, faculty.

= Eyes, ears, Nose, tongue, skin.

• Mind which integrates all of them, Lord of all organs.

• Jnana Indriyas, Karma Indriyas, Pranas, mind.

• Hrishikesha, Oh Indwelling consciousness = Antaryami.

• Lord who is inward inside, knowing everything, propelling everything, watching 
everything.
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• All knower, knows me in and through.

b) Sthane :

• Everything is in order, all is in place, everything is befitting.

• Nothing is out of place.

• All is perfect.

c) Tava Prakirtya Jagat Prahrsyat Anurajyate Cha :

• Prakrushtaya – Kirtya – by your glory, entire world is Prahrsyati, delights.

• Not just me… seeing Vishwaroopa, Siddhas glorifying you.

• Rishis singing Hymns, Devatas are looking with awe and wonder.

• Everything is in place, sthane.

• Tejomayananda loves this verse, everything is in perfect order.

• Entire world is singing your glories, is delighted.

• Looking at Vishwaroopa, now I know why whole world sings your glory, delights in 
your name.

• Anurajyate Cha – Get attracted to you.

• Every minute your devotees are one the rise.

• Who can people love other than the Lord?

• Leaving all objects and beings, world is attracted to you.
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• World is at ease with you.

• People disenchanted with world, get enchanted with you.

d) Rashamsi Bhitani Diso Dravanti :

• Wicked Rakshashas looking at you in this manifestation are running helter – skeltor.

• That is also Sthane, in place.

• Hearing you, they run away.

• Anyone who remembers the Lord, wicked will run away from them.

e) Sarve Siddha Sangaha Namasyanti Cha :

• Remembering your glories they salute you.

• Your adoration is perfectly in place.

• It has to be more.

• Offices built for you, people sit in place singing your glories, devotees loved by all, your 
name, fame, glory, ever on the rise, its all in place because you are the most 
important.

• Most worshipful, Sthane.

• People want to reach you by different ways.

• Siddhas offering their Salutations to you.
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Verse 37 :

And why should they not, O great-souled One, bow to Thee, greater (than all else), the primal
cause even of Brahma, O infinite Being, O lord of lords, O Abode of the universe, you are the
imperishable, that which is beyond both the manifest and the unmanifest.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 37]

a) Kasmachha Te Na Nameeran, Eh Atman, Eh Ananta, Eh Devesa, Eh Jagannivasa :

• Why Siddhis, Rishis will not salute or not offer prostrations to you?

• Mahatman – one with large heart, all compassionate.

• Anantha – infinite.

• Devesa – Isha of all Devas, deities.

• All cosmic forces and Lord of all Hiranyagarbha, first cosmic being, you are the Lord of 
all.

• Jagan Nivasa : One in whom the entire world rests.
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b) Brahmanopi Gariyase Adhikatre :

• One who is worshipful than Brahma.

• Brahma is Hiranyagarbha, the creator.

• Creator of entire cosmos is Hiranyagarbha, Chaturmukha Brahma of Puranas.

• Ishvara = Consciousness, Brahman plus Maya.

From Ishvara = Brahman + Maya

Comes

Hiranyagarbha 1st being

Entire subtle realm

From that comes cross realm

Causal

Virat Physical

Who is Bhagawan?

• Brahmano api Adi Katre.

• Originator of Hiranyagarbha, because he is Ishvara.
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• You are the ultimate creator of cosmos.

• Therefore why would they not but worship you?

• Sarva Niyantru – you are controller of all, Sarva Janaka – creator of all, Guru of even 
creator, spiritual teacher of Brahma.

Sarva Janaka

Creator of all, father

Sarva Niyamaka

All controller

• Father, boss, guru, revered – worshipped with one quality.

• You are Jagan Nivasa, Mahatma, Anantha.

• Why would they not worship.

c) Tvam Aksharam :

• You are impersible, immutable consciousness reality, Niruphadika.

d) Sad Asat :

Sarva Guru

Teacher of all

Sat Asat

- Realm of Manifested world
- Perceive cognise
- Gross
- Physical

- Don’t see through senses.
- Subtle
- Not gross
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e) Tat Param Yatu :

• You are higher than gross and subtle.

• You are the causal.

• Who will not worship you.

• You are that highest also.

• Arjuna filled with devotion, he again glorifies Bhagawan.

You are consciousness 

Gross Subtle Causal

Beyond
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Verse 38 :

a) Tvam Adi Devah :

• You are the reality, pure consciousness, source of everything.

Taittriya Upanishad :

You are the primal God, the ancient Purusa; You are the supreme refuge of this universe. You
are the knower, the knowable, and the abode-supreme. By Thee is the universe pervaded, O
being of infinite forms. [Chapter 11 - Verse 38]

To him (Bhrgu) he (Varuna) Again said: “That from which these beings are born; that by which, having been
born, these beings live and continue to exist; and that into which, when departing, they all enter; That
sleekest thou to know. That is Brahman”. He, (Bhgru) Performed Penance; and after having done
Penance….. [3 - 1 - 2]
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• That reality from which everything is born, Srishti Karanam.

b) Purushaha :

• Poornatva Purushaha.

• That which pervades everything is Purusha.

• That something from which, it is born, then cause pervades everything.

• Purusha is Sthithi Karanam, Sustainance.

c) Vishwasya Param Nidhanam :

• Entire world finally dissolves in you.

• Laya Karanam, abode of dissolution.

d) Puranaha :

• You are most ancient.

• Before all came, you alone were there.

Effect Born out of Pervades

Waves Water All Waves

Ornaments Gold All Ornaments

Entire Universe Purusha All Universe
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Chandogya Upanishad :

• Atma Meva Idam Agra Asit.

• Reality predates all these, originates all these, pervades all these, all this is finally 
dissolved in you.

• From which all beings come, in which all beings remain, exists, into which all beings 
finally dissolve.

• Ancient cause.

d) Vethasi :

• You are the knower, consciousness in me which knows everything, not far away.

• Consciousness because of which we are able to see, hear, touch, feel, speak, run, lift, 
think.

• Inner consciousness, Pratyak Atma, Sakshi, you are.

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject,
some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second.
Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
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e) Vedyam Cha :

• You are not only knower but also known.

• In and through life, it is god in expression.

• As seer it is god.

• As seen it is god.

• What is it you are not Vethasi, Vedyam cha.

f) Param Cha Dhama :

• Supreme abode you are, Vishnu, Paramam Padam.

• Supreme Satyam, Jnanam, Anantham Brahma.

• That above we all seek to reach, in which we shall find our utter ease.

g) Tvaya Tattam Vishwam :

• Entire world is pervaded by you.

• Anything I see is pervaded by you.

• Every wave is nothing but water.

• Every bubble is water.

• Everything I see is you alone.

• Other than you nothing is.
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h) Eh Anantha Rupa :

• One of infinite form thou art.

• Entire world we have in front of us is Bhagavan only.

Drk Drishya Viveka :

Every entity has five aspects - it is, it shines, it is dear, its name, and its form. The first three belong to 
Reality and the latter two to the world. [Verse 20]

• Any object you see, there is existence, that is Bhagavan.

• Any object you see, it manifests itself = Chit Aspect.

• Any object has an element of Joy for someone or other.

• That also is Bhagavan.

• Nama Rupa is expression of Bhagawans Upadhi – called Maya.

• Everything that is, is you alone.

• All deities are you alone.
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Verse 39 :

a) Vayu, Yamaha, Agnir, Varunaha, Shashanka :

• Wind good, God of Death, God of fire, God of water, Ocean, God of Moon, Indra, 
Surya.

b) Prajapati Prapita Mahashcha :

• Prajapati – Lord of beings – Virat + Hiranyagarbha are referred as Prajapathi.

You are Vayu, Yama, Agni, Varuna, the Moon Prajapati, and the great-gradfather of all.
Salutations! Salutations unto you a thousand times, and again Salutations unto You!
[Chapter 11 - Verse 39]

3 Aspects of Chaitanyam

Consciousness + Maya 
(Upadhi) = Ishvara

Consciousness + Subtle as 
Upadhi = Hiranyagarbha

Consciousness + Gross as 
Upadhi = Virat

Physical realm
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• Upadhi = Conditioning.

• Body = Conditioning consciousness.

• Pot conditioning for space Room is conditioning for Room space.

• Consciousness with conditioning of entire gross universe = Virat.

• In subtle, Maya is included.

• In Gross, subtle and Maya is included.

• Hiranyagarbha + Virat = Prajapati, Lord of all beings.

• Father = Virat + Hiranyagarbha.

• Gradfather = Ishvara, PraPitah.

• Pitamaha = Grandfather.

• Prapitamaha = Great Grandfather.

Our father Our grandfather Our great grandfather

Virat Hiranyagarbha Ishvara

c) Namo Namastestu Sahasrakrutva :

• 1000’s of time I will do salutations and salutations.

• I – Ahamkara is dropped.

d) Bhuyaha Api Namaste :

• Again salutation.
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• Why would they not offer.

• Salutations… Kasmat Cha Te Na Nameran. It is natural.

• You are of this nature, why would not anybody who knows this not be devoted to 
you.

• Bow down ego to consciousness always and abide in peace ever.

• I worship you, I offer salutations 1000’s and 1000’s of times and yet its not complete.

• My devotion is never sufficient to speak about the glory of the Lord.

• I will do Namaskaram 1000 times because there is no sense of fulfillment.

• Devotion / spiritual practice / knowledge about God : 

There will never be sense of fulfillment.

• Where should I salute you? 

Left, right…
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Verse 40 :

Salutations to You, before and behind! Salutations to you on every side! O All you, infinite in
power and infinite in prowess, pervade all; wherefore You are the all. [Chapter 11 - Verse 40]

a) Te Purastat Namaste Astu

b) Ataha Prishtataha Namaha Astu

c) Namostute Sarvata Eva :

• Let my salutation be unto you as I face you, forward, behind, everywhere

• You are everything, only my feeling is I want to salute you in front, back and side.

• You have no front, back, sides.

• You are Sarvam, everything.

• How can I salute you?

d) Sarvam Hi Apnosi :

• You are pervading everything.
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• Where is it you are not, you pervade me too.

• How can I be different from you.

• Aikyam.

e) Anantha Veeryaam Vikramatvam :

• What else can I say?

• Salutations, salutations, salutations!

• I love you…

• You are everywhere, everything.

• Arjuna is offering a prayer.

• Such a Bhagawan how many times I have made fun of you.. I can’t say how sorry I am.

Veeryam Vikram

Physical prowess Inner strength



Verse 41 :

a) Sakiti Matra Prasabham Yad Uktam :

• I considered you to be my friend, made fun of you, called you names.

Ordered you :

Whatever I have rashly said, from carelessness or love, addressing You as “ O Krsna, O Yadava,
O friend”, and regarding you merely as a friend, unknowing of this greatness of yours…
[Chapter 11 - Verse 41]

2018
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• Take my chariot to the middle of the army… to see who I am going to fight.

• After this you will be my charioteer.

b) Eh Krishna Hey Yadav Hey Saketi :

c) Ajanata :

• Without knowing I did.

• Please forgive me.

• 11 verses – worship – chant as prayer.

• Chapter 11 – Verse 36 to 46.

Arjuna said : In the midst of the two armies, place my chariot, O Achyuta, that I may behold those
who stand here desirous of fighting and, on the eve of this battle, let me know with whom I must fight.
[Chapter 1 - Verse 21 and 22 ]
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Session VI

(Verse 41 – 49)

Revision :

• Arjuna expressed his adoration of the Lord by prostrating 1000’s of times.

• He doesn’t find enough means to communicate his love, devotion to the Lord.

• Nothing sufficient to communicate adorance to the Lord.

• Person in front not my friend, Guru, blessed by Lord himself, sharing the ultimate 
wisdom.

• Lord showed his real nature, ensured his victory, who made Arjuna his instrument.

• This was direct guidance coming from the Lord.

• Lord who did not tell him - he is the Lord but the Lord who showed him he is the 
Lord.

Arjuna Says :

• I am so sorry…

a) Saketi Matva :

• After having considered… Krishna to be his friend, not my fault, that’s what you 
wanted and I behaved.

• Saka iti Matva…

b) Prasabam Yad Uktam :

• Words which are discourteous… Uktam – what has been said…
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• How you talk to friend, father, teacher… different.

• Can’t say, in polished way.

• Arjuna recalls.. His utterances Eh Krishna… come, not Pujya… Krishna.

• Eh, Yadav… Yadu Kula Lineage… Eh Saka…

• Suhrut Sarva Butanam, you are friend of the whole world.

• I ordered… spoke words of disrespect… not irritated.

c) Ajanatha Mahi Manam Tava Idam :

• Idam, this Vishwaroopa which is your glory.

• Ajanatha, without knowing who you are…

I know who you are I saw experienced who you are
↓

Different 

Purusha Suktam :

“He, the Cosmic lord, the Purusha, with a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand legs, 
Pervading all the Universe. Still extends ten ‘inches’ beyond”. [Verse 1]
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d) Maya Pramadat :

• Inadvertent, carelessly.

e) Pranayena Vapi :

• Sense of closeness, love.

• Distance taken away.

• Knowing your great and yet being inadvertent, not paying attention to words I say.

• Because of sense of closeness with you, proximity, words take other person for 
granted.

“Whaever is born now, and whatever is yet to be born in future, all are He alone, not only this, 
Even for the Gods He is the controller; and hence He transcends the mortal state” [Verse 2]
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Verse 42 :

In whatever way I may have insulted You for the sake of fun, while at play, reposing or sitting,
or at meals, when alone (With you), O Acyuta, or in company, that, O Immeasurable one, I
implore You to forgive. [Chapter 11 - Verse 42]

a) Yachha Avasahartham :

• To make fun of you, in order you are put down, you are made fun of.

b) Asat Krutaha Asi :

• I have definitely behaved discourteously to you, in so many ways.

c) Vihara :

• When we were walking and going together, stroll, spending time together.

d) Shayaya Asana :

• Sitting and chatting 

• Putting hand over shoulders.

• Pinching from behind.
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e) Bhojaneshu :

• While eating.

f) Ekava Athava Apyachyutha Tat Samaksham :

• Either alone with you… or when others where there, Samaksham.

• Whatever I uttered….

g) Tat Kshamaye Tvam :

• Please excuse me, please Pardon me.

h) Aprmeyam :

• You are beyond all descriptions, beyond all means of knowledge, Pratyaksha, 
Anumanam, Upamanam, Arthapatti, Anupalabdhi, Laukika Shabda.

• Sensory perception, inference, similarity, postulation.

• What is known to Pramana is called Prameya.

• You are supreme Lord, I took liberties with you, please Pardon me.

• Bhagawan does not mind.

• This is from Arjunas stand point.

• Filled with devotion, he tells incomparable glory of Lord…
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Verse 43 :

You are the father of this world, moving and unmoving. You are to be adored by this world. You
are the greatest Guru, (for) there exists none who is equal to You; how can there be then
another, superior to You in the three worlds, O Being of unequalled power?
[Chapter 11 - Verse 43]

a) Na Tvat Samaha Asti Abadhikataha :

b) Asya Chara Charasya Likasya Pitha Asi – Pujyaha Asi, Guruha Asi, Gariyan :

• Of this world of the moving and the unmoving, stationary and traversing, inert and 
sentient.

c) Pitha Asi :

• You are the father, creator, Lord, Adhikarana.

d) Pujya Asi :

• Most worshipful you are.

e) Gurushcha Asi :

• Lord is Adhi Guru, Bhagawan gave us the Vedas.
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Gita :

• I am the Veda, creator of Vedanta.

f) Gariyan :

• Guru Taraha, more worshipful.

• We can’t comprehend a way to actually worship you.

• Exceeds everything.

• Go beyond all these.

g) Na Tvat Samaha Asti :

• There is none equal to you, you are most worshipful.

• Why most glorious?

• Ekam eva Advitiyam Brahma.

And I am seated in the heart in the hearts of all, from me are memory, knowledge as well as their absence.
I am verily that which has to be known in all the Vedas; I am indeed the author of Vedanta and the knower
of the Vedas am I. [Chapter 15 - Verse 15]
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• Bhagawan alone is, there is nothing other than Bhagawan.

• Na Tvat Samaha, nothing equal to you.

h) Kutaha Anyaha Abyadhikalya :

• If nothing equal to you, there is no question of something greater than you.

• Samaha, Adhikaha possible between waves.

• W.r.t. water all one, water alone is.

• No wave equal to water or higher than water.

• Bhagawan is Satchit Ananda principle, which pervades everything, no Nama, Rupa 
can be equal in glory to Bhagawan, substratum.

• Nothing equal or higher than substratum.

Bhagawan Alone is

No possibility of anyone equal or 
greater than Bhagawan

Wave

Big Small
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• Substratum is one, indivisible, homogenous, unrivalled in glory and greatness.

I) Tvat Samaha Asti Abhya Adhikaha Kutaha Anyaha :

II) Lokatraye Api Apratima Prabhava :

• Your glory, might, process greatness, goodness, nobility, fullness, perfection.

• Apratima – unrivalled in 3 worlds.

• Thus you are.

• Arjuna puts his thoughts and speaks all these.

• If we had seen Vishwa Rupa…. What would we have done? 

Run away…

• Heart attack, fainted, collapsed.

• All these he is saying – Gad Gadhe, throat choked with emotion.

• Bhagawan has blessed him to speak all these, he is Nimitta Matram Bava, no question 
of him doing anything, anymore.

• Arjuna as Instrument of Bhagawan says all this.

Arjuna can’t say :

• I have shared all these thoughts…

• Because Arjuna has become instrument in Bhagawans hands now.

• You being unrivalled glory of power, might, perfection and prowess, therefore, even 
though I have said words of discourteousness, poked fun, should you not forgive me…
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Verse 44 :

Therefore, bowing down, prostrating my body, I crave Your forgiveness, O Adorable lord. As a
father forgiveth his son, a friend his friend, a lover his beloved, even so should you forgive me,
O Deva. [Chapter 11 - Verse 44]

• Since you are the father, most worshipful, Guru, greater than all, none equal to you, in 
all 3 worlds you are incomparable in your prowess, goodness, perfection, glory.

• Tasmat, therefore.

a) Pranamya :

• I can only prostrate.

b) Pranidhaya Kayam :

• I can lie flat at your feet, Sashtanga Namaskar, whole body like a stick that has fallen, 
absolute surrender.

• Pranam = Surrender.

• What else I can do, you evoke this kind of surrender unto you.
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c) Prasadaye Tvam Isha Meedyam :

• This way, I seek to propitiate you.

• May this salutations be such that your heart is moved in love for me and forgives me.

• I seek your grace and blessings, seek to propitiate you, consider me with kindness and 
affection, you wash away from your heart the words that must have touched you.

d) Aham Isham Idyam :

• Lord who is worshipful.

• How should the forgiveness be?

• Full and complete.

• Forgive you and forget, let forgiveness be absolute and complete.

e) Pitha Iva Putrasya :

• Like father forgives son, parents naturally forgive children.

• Doesn’t know anything, leave it, don’t take it to heart.

f) Saka Iva Sakyuhu :

• Friends don’t mind what friends say, ignore them.

g) Priyaha Priyayaha :

• Husband forgives wife or other way.

• Don’t take words seriously, bad mood!

• People close to each other, do not mind each other.
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• In the same way..

h) Sodhum Marhasi :

• Forgive me, bear me.

• After having saluted, I fall at your feet, all I ask you is for your grace and blessings.

• Forgive my shortcomings, harsh words to make fun of you.

• Like parents forgive children, friends excuse their friends, how husband disregards his 
partners words.

• It was not said out of spite.

• In the same way, forgive me.

• Vishwarupa still standing there.
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Verse 45 :

I am delighted, having seen what was never seen before; and (Yet) my mind is distressed with
fear. Show me your previous form only, O God; have mercy, O God of gods, O Abode of the
universe. [Chapter 11 - Verse 45]

• I have seen sufficient of Vishwarupa, please close the Vishwarupa.

a) Adrishta Poorvam :

• Not seen, experienced before, unique, rare, totally new.

b) Hrishitaha Asmi Drishtva :

• Indeed, my heart is filled with Joy.

c) Bayena Cha Pravyatitham Mano Me :

• But with fear also, my mind is trembling, filled with terror seeing the form.

• It is true, I asked for it.

d) Tadeva Me Darshaya Deva Rupam :

• I am asking it to be withdrawn now.
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e) Eh Devese Eh Jagannivasa :

• Oh Lord of Gods, oh Abode of the world, please show me Tadeva Rupam, that original 
form before Vishwaroopa.

• I am happy and truly fulfilled but my heart is also trembling with fear.

• Delighted am I, Hrishitaha Asmi, but fear also is there.

• What is earlier form?

• Before Manushya Rupa?
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Verse 46 :

I desire to see you as before, crowned, bearing a mace, with a discus in hand, in Your former
form only, having four arms, O Thousand-armed, O Universal form. [Chapter 11 - Verse 46]

a) Kiritinam :

• One with crown.

b) Gadhinam :

• One with mace.

c) Chakra Hastham :

• With Chakram in hand.

d) Ichhamitvam Drashtum Aham Tatheiva :

• I would like to see you in the same manner.

e) Teneiva Rupena Chaturbujena :

• With 4 hands.
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f) Sahasrabaho :

• Now with 1000’s of hands.

• Adorned with crown, bearing mace, with 4 hands, I would like to see it back.

g) Vishwa Murthe :

• Oh vishwarupa Ishvara, I would like to see you in your original form.

• From Manushya Rupa, 2 hands, Bhagawan went to Chaturbjuja 4 hands, Vishnus form, 
then to Vishwaroopa form.

Going Back :

What was Srikrishna’s original form

- Had 2 hands
- When required, would show 4 

hands.

- He had 4 hands
- Vishnu
- To Arjuna, Bhagawan appeared 

as Vishnu.

Vishwarupa

Chaturbuja Rupa

Manushya Rupa
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Verse 47 :

Vishwaroopa telling Arjuna :

a) Eh Arjuna

b) Maya Bayaii Hi :

• Don’t be afraid.

c) Maya Prasannena Idam Param Rupam Tava Darshitam Atma Yogath :

• Pleased with you, Idam, because of compassion for you, taking your request to heart, I 
enabled you to see the divine Vishwaroopa, gave capacity to look at it, bear it, talk 
with it.

• Param – Sreshtam – most incomparable vision.

The Blessed lord said : Graciously by Me, O Arjuna, this supreme form has been shown to you
by My own Yoga-power, full of splendour, primeval, infinite, this universal form of mine had
never been seen by any one other than yourself. [Chapter 11 - Verse 47]
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Tava Darshitam :

• I showed to you.

d) Atma Yogat :

• By the power of my splendour.

• By my Maya power, which is under my control, I showed you this.

• With same Maya power, Bhagawan has taken Avatara.

• With same Samarthyam, power, splendour, I showed you the Vishwaroopa.

• Bhawan describes Vishwaroopa in his own words.

e) Tejo Maya :

• Fall of effulgence and Radiance.

f) Vishwam :

• All pervasive.

g) Anantham :

• Endless.

h) Aadhyam :

• Very source, very cause, supreme Lord itself.
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I) Yad me Tvad Anyena Drishta Purvam :

• This form of mine, my Rupam, other than you, has not been seen by anybody else.

• Nobody has been shown this Vishwa Rupa, full form.

• Rishis, Siddhis, Rakshas, what they have seen and what you have seen is not 
comparable.

• I have shown you the full glories, splendour and greatness.

• Even deities did not see what you have seen.

• You have been bestowed with vision of Vishwaroopa, like none before.

• You asked me, I showed you.

• Bhagawan showed, gave capacity to Arjuna to see, gave mind to manage the vision.

• You alone have got this vision.
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Verse 48 :

Neither by the study of the Vedas nor by sacrifices (Yajnas), nor by gifts, nor by rituals, nor by
severe austerities, can I be seen in this form in the world of men by any other than Yourself, O
great hero among the Kurus. [Chapter 11 - Verse 48]

a) Na Veda Adhyayana Yagyeihi, Dana, Kriya :

• Not through Vedas, Yagyas, Adhyayana, Dhana, Austerity, is it possible to see 
Vishwaroopa.

b) Chanting the Vedas, memorising entire Vedas, Svadhyaya, mastery of entire vedas.

c) Na Yagya :

• Not through Yagyas, sacrificial rites, spoken of in Vedas.

d) Not through Adhyayana, learning the meaning of Vedas.

e) Not through Dhana, charity.

f) Na Kriya :

• Noble actions.
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g) Na Tapobi Rugrai :

• Not through Harsh, severe, strict, austerities, penances.

• None are the means.

h) Evam rupaha Shakyaha Aham Nruloke Drashtum Tvad Anyena Kuru Pravira :

• Oh best among warriors of Kuru clan.

• Other than you, nobody has seen this form in the world of human beings.

• You are rare to see me in this form.

• What a Fortunate Arjuna.

• Gives up fear, anxiety.

Kuru Vamsha

KauravasPandavas

Dritharashtra
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Verse 49 :

a) Idam Ghoram Idrung Rupam Drishtva Tey Vyatha Ma :

• This horrific, terrific, creating fear, form end of Vishwaroopa with mouth extended, 
fire, warriors eaten up…

b) Tey Vyatha Ma :

• Let no sorrow or pain inside be there drop pain born of fear.

c) Ma Vimuda Bava :

• Confusion, body shivering in fear, mind not knowing, give up.

d) Vyapetha Bhi :

• Be free of fear.

Be not afraid, nor bewildered on seeing such a terrible form of mine as this; with your fear
dispelled and with gladdened heart, now behold again this form of mine.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 49]
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e) Preetha Manaha :

• Mind again becoming serene.

f) Tad Eva Me Rupam Idam Prapashye

• See the Vishnu Chaturbhuja form you wanted to see again.

• Here, have a look.

• Vishwaroopa closed and Arjuna is speechless.

• Sanjaya comes to say….
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Session VII

Verse 50 – 55

Revision :

• Bhagawan understands Arjunas predicament.

• Arjuna asked for Vishwaroopa but unwittingly he asked for much more than what he 
wanted to know.

• Bhagawan fulfilled Arjunas wish in totality.

• The terrific and horrific vision seen by Arjuna struck fear in Arjunas heart.

• Happiness and fear were together in Arjunas heart.

• That was Arjuna’s emotion.

• Arjuna wanted Bhagawan to show his Vishnu form again.

Bhagawan

Ishvara RupaManushya Rupa

- 4 Hands, with Chakra, 
etc.

- Normal
- Krishna with 2 hands

Vishwaroopa form

- Fearful and Soumya 
Rupa.
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Verse 49 :

Be not afraid, nor bewildered on seeing such a terrible form of mine as this; with your fear
dispelled and with gladdened heart, now behold again this form of mine.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 49]

• Bhagawan asks Arjuna to give up his anxiety and perplexity of fear in his heart.

• Be calm and serene, again see my Vishnu form.

• Bhagawan shows Vishnus form.
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Verse 50 :

a) Vasudeva Arjunam Iti Uktva :

• Thus Vasudeva spoke to Arjuna as in earlier verse 49… give up fear, I will show my 
original form.

• Words of comfort.

b) Svakam Rupam Darsha Masa Buyaha :

• Again showed to Arjuna, his Deiva form – form of Deity – Vishnu form – Chaturbuja
Rupam.

c) Ashvasamaya Cha :

• He quietened Arjuna, pleased Arjuna, made him comfortable.

• Quieted sense of unease because of Vishwaroopa Darshanam.

Sanjaya Said : Having thus spoken to Arjuna, Vasudeva again showed His own form, and the
great souled One, assuming His gentle form consoled him who was so terrified.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 50]
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• Arjuna got his original stature.

d) Bhitha Menam :

• Arjuna who became frightened.

e) Punaha Soumya Pur Mahatma :

• Mahatma = Vasudeva.

Gita :

At the end of many births, the wise man comes to Me, realising that all this is Vasudeva (the
innermost Self); such a great soul (Mahatma) is very hard to find. [Chapter 7 – Verse 19]
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Verse 51 :

Arjuna said : Having seen this, Thy gently human form, O Janardana, I am now composed and
restored to my own nature. [Chapter 11 - Verse 51]

• Arjuna confirms that I have come to my normal state of mind.

a) Idam Manusham Rupam Tava Drishtva :

Earlier Now

- Svakam Rupam
- Devata form
- 4 hands
- Sanjaya said he came to Param 

Brahma Paramatma, Sat Chit 
Ananda Svarupam.

- As deity of worship
- Naturally shown to Arjuna

- Manusham Rupam
- Charioteer form
- As Avatara, 2 hands
- Soumya
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b) Idanim Asmi Samvrittah Sacheta Prakritam Gathaha :

• Now I am back to my Chetas, intelligence.

• Sa-Cheta – delusion, perplexity is gone, regained my composure, normal natural state 
of being.

• Confirms to Bhagawan, I have come back.

• What he saw was very unique.

• No one has ever seen this Vishwaroopa.
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Verse 52 :

The Blessed lord said : Very hard indeed, it is to see this form of mine which you have seen.
Even the gods are ever longing to behold this form. [Chapter 11 - Verse 52]

Bhagawan says :

a) Mama Rupam Drishtavan Asi Idam Sudurdarsham :

• This Vishwaroopa form of mine which you have seen. (4 hands form normally seen by 
deities).

• It is extremely rare to perceive (Sudurdarshanam).

b) Devaha Apya Asya Rupasya Nityam Darshana Kankshinaha :

• Not even deities have seen this – Indra, Vayu, Varuna, denizens of heavens, possessed 
with great capacity of knowledge.

• They are Kankshinaha, have ever desire, to see the Vishwaroopa form.

• Desire never fulfilled.

• Such vision you arjuna have seen.
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• Devatas were looking with wonder.

• Devatas have not seen the way I have shown you.

• Duryodhana saw Vishwarupa before.

• When Bhagawan went as messenger of Yudhishtira to see whether peace is possible.

• Duryodhana wanted to arrest Bhagavan.

• In the court Bhagawan showed the Vishwaroopa Darshanam not with so much of love.

Example :

• See Rashtrapathi Bhavan from outside!

• Not shown by president as special invitee, as chief guest or as old friend.

• Bhagawan showed Arjuna as his dearest friend, it is different than what any Devata 
had ever seen before.

The Rudras, Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, Visvedevas, the two Asvins, Maruts, Usmapas and hosts
of Gandharvas, Yaksas, Asuras and Siddhas-they are all looking at you, all quite astonished.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 22]
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c) Nityam Darshana Kankshina :

• All the fear, mental unease, you bore so bravely, don’t allow that to take away the 
honour and greatness of what you saw.

• This form can’t be attained by mere effort.

• You have to strive for it by pure love, which Arjuna had in plenty.

• I am Sarveshvara, Jagatishvara Sarva Niyamakaha, Sarva Guru, Sarva Antaryami.

• I am bhakta Para Deenadayal, compassionate one.

• I am ever in the service of my devotees.

• That love you had, it is in strict obedience to love of yours… I presented Vishwaroopa.

If you, O lord, think it possible for me to see it, if You please, then, O lord of Yoga, show me
Your imperishable self-form. [Chapter 11 - Verse 4]
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I didn’t say :

• That’s not for you, even Devatas have not seen…

• Can’t manage that kind of vision, let us finish Bhagavat Gita fast.

• Start war…

Chapter 10 :

• Vibhutis shown.

Chapter 11 :

• Vishwaroopa shown.

• Cosmos shown in my body.

• In consonance with your wish, this vision is shown to you.
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Verse 53 :

Neither by the Vedas, nor by austerity, nor by gift, nor by sacrifices can I be seen in this form as
you have seen Me (In your present mental condition). [Chapter 11 - Verse 53]

• Same idea in Verse 48.

Neither by the study of the Vedas nor by sacrifices (Yajnas), nor by gifts, nor by rituals, nor by
severe austerities, can I be seen in this form in the world of men by any other than Yourself, O
great hero among the Kurus. [Chapter 11 - Verse 48]

• Naham Vedaihi, Na Tapasa, Na Danena Na Cha Ijyaya, Shakyaya Evam Vidho Drashtum
Yatha Mam Drishtavan Asi.
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• In the manner you have seen me, in that very same manner, it is not possible to see 
me by anyone.

a) Na Vedaihi :

• Mastery of Vedas.

b) Na Ugra Tapasa :

• Not by severe penances.

c) Na Danena :

• Not by Charity.

d) Na Cha Ijyaya :

• Not by various forms of worship.

• Before Veda, Yagya (Ijyaya), Adhyayana, Tapa.

• By self effort you can’t be recipient of this grand vision of Vishwarupa.

• Arjuna, how did you get it then?

• Because of your devotion.

• Cultivating same devotion, one can know essence of Vishwaroopa and know the 
ultimate truth.
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Verse 54 :

But by single-minded devotion, can I, of this form, be known and seen in reality and also
entered into, O Parantapa (O Scorcher of you foes)! [Chapter 11 - Verse 54]

Bhaktya Ananyaha Evam Vidaha Aham Jnatum Shakyaha Eh Arjuna :

a) Anya :

• Other.

By Ananya Bhakti : 

• By single point devotion alone, complete love and Devotion, unwavering Bhakti.

b) Evam Vidhaha Aham Jnatum Shakyaha :

• It is possible for someone to have a vision like this.

• Puranas : Markandeya rishi has Vishwaroopa Darshana.

• It is possible to have this vision, but this vision is only through devotion.
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• Not by any other means.

• Jnatum – to know me.

c) Drashtum cha Tatvena :

• Vision can have by devotion.

• Even to know its nature in true essence, Lord in Tatva – True nature is Satyam, Jnanam, 
Anantham Brahma.

• That Brahman is same shining in our heart as Aham Brahma Asmi.

• To know that Tatvena, through Sravana, Manana, Nididhyasana, powered by Devotion.

• Through Devoted hearted, you can know Lord in his true nature.

d) Praveshtum Cha :

• At the end, to merge into one reality and to become one with the ultimate truth.

• Have vision of Lord with devotion, buttress with Sravana, Manana, Nididhyasana and 
know the truth, Sakshatkara as Aham Brahma Asmi.

• When the body falls, finally, merges with that ultimate reality is Praveshtum Cha.

• For all of them substratum is single pointed Bhakti, Ananya Bhakti.

• What is Ananya bhakti?

• How does it express in one’s life?

• What things if we have, we will have Ananya bhakti.
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Verse 55 :

He who does actions for me, who looks upon Me as the Supreme, who is devoted to Me, who
is free from attachment, who bears enmity towards none, he comes to me, O Pandava.
[Chapter 11 - Verse 55]

What is the essence of the Sadhana?

• The entire Gita Shastra in one verse for Sadhana, spiritual practices.

a) Mat Karma Krutu :

• One who performs action.

• Karoti, Iti Krutu.

• Does the action for me.

• Does not perform duties, actions for the ego.

• His attention is for the joy of the Lord.

• It does not matter whether.
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• I am happy or unhappy but doing for God, I truly become happy.

• I am doing for the pleasure of the Lord.

• Keeping the Lord as alter of devotion in every action.

• How that is possible?

b) Mat Paramaha :

• I am the supreme goal, destination.

• Ego not the goal for which I am doing the action.

• I am doing because Lord is my ultimate goal.

• Person has this attitude, feeling.

• How that happens?

c) Mat Bhaktaha :

• His heart is turned to me.

• Earlier, Matchittaha, Matparaha.

• Devotion, Love is such that it will make person think about the alter of love for ever.

• More dwelling upon alter of love.

Devotee has

Understanding of GoalLove for God
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• Naturally all actions are dedicated towards me.

• Love occupies the heart.

• Hence…

d) Sanga Varjitaha :

• There is full detachment from the world.

One can’t say

I am attached to the worldI love the Lord

• Not possible.

• Love demands excluvity, demands fullness of thought.

• Love demands naturally by its nature, focus.

• Therefore such a person is Sangha Varjitaha.

• Sanga – attachment 

• Varjitaha – devoid

• Where we seek pleasure, we get attached.

• Once Lord is the goal and is the source of bliss.

• You will not seek pleasure here and there, running helter, skeltor, wanting this – that.

• Mind seeks the Lord and in the Lord feels fulfilled and seeks nothing.
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• There is no lacuna or feeling to be filled up.

• When there is lacuna, emptiness, form outside, somethings are filled.

• When Lord is filling the heart, what thrash you want to fill up?

• When fragrance of Bhagawan’s rememberance is there, other things go away by itself, 
Sangah Varjitah.

• Matkarmakrutu, Madbhakta, Matparama, Sanga Varjitah.

• I am not attached to anybody, anything, does the person exhibit hatred to anything.

e) Nirvairaha Sarva Bhuteshu :

• Absence of sense of enemity, hatred.

• Sarva Bhuteshu – no enemity with all beings.

• We can’t claim Nirvairah Sarva Bhuteshu.

• Enemity for no one, hatred towards none.

• Why?

• Bhagawan is only there in all beings.

• Gross is Bhagawan, 

Subtle is Bhagawan, 

Causal also is Bhagavan.

• Keeping this in mind, that person has no hatred, enemity towards anyone.

• Hatred not because person is doing wrong.
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• Hatred is because I don’t like the person.

• When we miss seeing oneness, then hate comes.

• Upadhis different, inner consciousness is one and the same.

• Adi Yagnyaha Sarva Bhuteshu.

• In all beings I am the principle of life.

• Seeing that one everywhere, Vasudevam Sarvam iti, Narvairah Sarva Bhuteshu.

f) Yaha :

• One who is like this.

Jnani

(I) Matkarma Krutu Yaha
(III) Mad Bhakta / Mat 

Chittaha Yaha
(V) Nirvaira Sarvabutheshu

Yaha

- Does actions for me –
Karma Yoga.

- Who is devoted to me. - Without enemity
towards everyone.

- Love for all.

(II) Matparamaha Yaha / 
Mat Paraha

- Looks me as supreme

(IV) Sangha Varjita Yaha

- Detachment
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• To become complete perfect Sadhaka, 5 qualities of seeker.

• Love for all does not mean you go and hug everybody.

• In your heart you genuinely care for everybody.

• Don’t want harm to befall them, that is love.

• Who is a Siddha?

He who, through the likeness (sameness) of the Self, O Arjuna, sees equality everywhere, be it 
pleasure or pain, is regarded as the highest yogi. [Chapter 6 – Verse 32]

• Considering the other person as oneself and seeing their Joy and sorrow as not theirs 
but mine.

• Feeling for their joy and sorrow.

• Such a Yogi is highest.

• Sri Krishna does not say that such a Yogi forgets the world.
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• All are Sadhana.

• Whoever he be, man or women, young – old, Buddhist - Sikh, Muslim – Jew…

g) Saha Mam Yeti :

• One who is of this nature, he certainly reaches me.

• No doubt about it.

• Becomes liberated.

• Attains one-ness with me.

• Attains self liberating knowledge of Aham Brahma Asmi.

h) Oh, Pandava :

• Oh son of Pandu, Arjuna.

As a lamp placed in a windless place does not flicker, is a simile used to describe the yogi of 
controlled mind, practising yoga of the Self (or absorbed in the yoga of the Self).
[Chapter 6 – Verse 19]
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• In 11 verses Arjuna glorifies, Supreme, all pervading, Vishwaroopa.

• Bhagawan shows him Swakam Rupam, Manusham Rupam, quietens him, tells him the 
form you saw is the rarest of the rare.

• Gained only through devotion.

• Bhagawan concluded by saying, what is the ultimate Sadhana which every seeker 
should have in order to realise him.

• Conclusion interesting and different type of chapter.

Titled :

• Vishwaroopa Darshana Yoga.

• Yoga = Path to unite with the Lord through Vishwaroopa.

• Arjuna united with the Lord with the Darshana of Vishwaroopa.

Chapter 10 Chapter 11

- Arjuna wanted what he wanted
- Bhagawan gave

- Arjuna asked but never knew 
what he was asking.

- Bhagawan gave the capacity to 
see, gave him the ability to 
manage what he saw.
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• This chapter is very interesting because it is very Dramatic, you can see Bhagawans Sri 
Krishnas unconditional love to Arjuna.

• See Arjuna was so strong and firm.

• Inspite of most horrific visions.

• Its beautiful because Bhagawan says, that the most difficult vision you gain through 
devotion.

• Beautiful chapter because Bhagawan gives a 5 point Sadhana for the entire life.
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Concluding Verse :

Thus, in the Upanisad of the glorious Bhagavad-gita, in the science of the eternal, in the 
scripture of Yoga, in the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, the eleventh discourse ends 
entitled : “Yoga of Vision of the Divine Cosmic Form.”


